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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The aims of From Grey to Green were to develop a wider appreciation of the importance and value 
of the natural environment in Greater Manchester, particularly amongst local communities; to 
increase the number of people actively recording biodiversity in Greater Manchester; and to 
increase the number of people submitting records to the Greater Manchester Local Record Centre 
(GMLRC).  

The project activities were delivered by three project officers. The Local Record Centre Development 
Officer worked with existing groups and specialist groups, the Biodiversity Community Engagement 
Officer worked with new groups and difficult to reach communities and the Biodiversity Data 
Manager managed data collection, analysis and dissemination.  A Project Support Officer provided 
overall project coordination.  The project ran from April 2012 to July 2015 and worked mainly within 
Wigan, Salford, Manchester and Tameside. 

The project ran over 600 activities and events over the project area, including 13 flagship BioBlitzes. 
Over 2700 people took part in the project with over 900 individuals joining beginners’ activities 
targeted at identification and recording.  Over 350 individuals took part in more focused workshops 
and courses with many people regularly attending different activities. The project is still in touch 
with over 2000 people who asked for further news and information.  The Project’s Facebook page 
has amassed 642 ‘Likes’ and has seen over 21,700 hits.  The Project Twitter account has gained 243 
followers and videos on YouTube channel have had 1642 views. 

The From Grey to Green project worked with existing community groups, specialist wildlife groups 
and partners.  It also built on existing contacts, links and activities to engage with new and difficult to 
reach communities.  

The project successfully introduced thousands of individuals to wildlife identification and record 
keeping practices. GMLRC now holds records from over 4,650 distinct individuals and organisations, 
2,309 of which had never submitted a record prior to August 2011.  The number of regular recorders 
has increased by 957% and the number of records held by GMLRC has increased by 120% to nearly 
1.9 million. 

As a part of the project GMLRC’s website has been updated to make it more user friendly with new 
resources developed to help with species identification and online data entry.  The simple recording 
data entry form had a major overhaul, a new interactive search tool was built and a recorders forum 
added.  As a result of the project the number of unique visitors to the website has increased by 
158% and the number of visits by 114%.  The From Grey to Green page has been viewed at least 
21,800 times since it was created.  The data held by the LRC is now more widely available and 
resources are in place to continue to support the network of recorders developed by the Project. 

The project has made a real difference to people.  It has: increased awareness in wildlife and the 
natural environment; increased knowledge; networking and becoming part of a community; 
improved identification skills; friends and people with similar interests; increased interest in the 
natural environment; increased confidence and communication skills and more time outdoors 
exploring nature.  People across the project area and beyond want the project to continue and to 
expand to cover new areas and communities. 
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During the Project evaluation, people had a desire to 
learn about nature and wildlife, enjoyed the Project, 
and had a greater awareness and knowledge of wildlife 
as a result of From Grey to Green.  People’s perceptions 
of their local natural environment were improved and 
they were enthusiastic for wildlife exploration, 
identification and recording.  The project successfully 
connected people and groups with common interests 
allowing them to share skills and resources.  It also 
added value to the work of project partners.  

Project shortcomings identified included a need for 
better publicity and problems with the data entry 
systems (particularly RODiS).  There was also a desire 
for the Project to cover a wider area and continue into 
the future. 

The main lessons learned as part of the From Grey to Green project are: 

1. There is a huge appetite for wildlife recording events and activities.   

2. More time spent planning the project before commencement would have had benefits in 
terms of building contacts, creating networks, generating interest and giving the project a 
good chance of ‘hitting the ground running’.  However funding timetables and nature’s 
timetable do not always match. 

3. There is a need to update and replace the existing recording applications with something 
more intuitive and cross device friendly. Removing barriers to record submission and 
reporting will encourage more people to engage with their local natural heritage and share 
their observations. 

4. Using local contacts/networks and working with partners was the success of the project. 

5. Social media and an active online presence are vital in order to publicise and promote a 
project
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2. WHAT WE WANTED TO HAPPEN 

A AIMS OF THE PROJECT 

From the aims of From Grey to Green were:  

 Develop a wider appreciation of the importance and value of the natural environment 
in Greater Manchester, particularly amongst local communities. 

 Foster a sense of pride in local people for the recovering natural heritage in places 
where they live and work. 

 Develop a sustainable network of biodiversity recorders across Greater Manchester by:  
 Increasing the number of people actively recording biodiversity in Greater 

Manchester 
 Increasing the number of people submitting records to the Greater Manchester 

Local Record Centre (GMLRC) 

 Increase the number of records held by the LRC, developing a true baseline of 
information to support research on climate change and the Local Biodiversity Action 
Plan. 

 Increase access to, and use by local communities of, the data held by the LRC. 

The key messages of the project were: - 

 Wildlife doesn’t just occur in the countryside – it can be found on your doorstep. 

 You can be proud of your local natural heritage. 

 Greater Manchester’s industrial heritage has helped create unique places for 
wildlife. 

 Recording wildlife is important and anybody can do it. It is also fun and rewarding. 

B WHY WE WANTED TO DO THE PROJECT 

Biodiversity is fundamental to the survival and wellbeing of us all and Greater Manchester supports 
a rich and diverse Natural Heritage. 

However, within the local communities of Greater Manchester there was a mixed perception about 
the value of biodiversity and natural heritage.  Some groups and individuals had a deep appreciation 
of and highly valued their local biodiversity.  In contrast however, many appeared to have lost much 
of their appreciation of the natural environment during the years of industrial blight and had yet to 
rediscover the natural heritage returning to their doorstep.  There was a false impression that if 
people want to view wildlife they needed to leave the city boundaries. 

From Grey to Green set out to support those with an existing interest in wildlife and challenge the 
erroneous perceptions of others, making people aware of, and proud of, the important Natural 
Heritage on their doorstep. This was to be achieved by sparking the development of a new 
generation of biological recorders in the Manchester, Salford, Tameside and Wigan districts and 
through enthusing local people to become actively involved in wildlife recording. 
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C WHAT WE PLANNED TO DO 

The project activities were to be delivered by three project officers. The Local Record Centre 
Development Officer would work with existing groups and specialist groups, the Biodiversity 
Community Engagement Officer would work with new groups and difficult to reach communities and 
the Biodiversity Data Manager would manage data collection, analysis and dissemination. A Project 
Support Officer provided overall project coordination.   

The project activities were designed to appeal to as wide a range of people as possible. Some 
activities for example were targeted at a broad age range (e.g. Wildlife Family Fun Days), whilst 
others would be specifically designed for adults (e.g. session as part of Manchester Museum’s adult 
education programme). Other activities were to have elements built into them that would appeal to 
younger adults (e.g. Wildlife Caught on Camera). Some sessions were designed for those with 
disabilities (e.g. Bird ID by Song) whilst others were open to all within locations chosen for their 
accessibility for those with limited mobility (e.g. Wildlife Recording Walks).  

WORK WITH EXISTING GROUPS 

It was proposed to develop a series of training sessions which groups could select from. These 
sessions were to include: - 

 An introduction to wildlife identification by season (for beginners) 

 Wildlife identification by group (e.g. wildflowers, trees, fungi, birds, bats…) 

 How to record wildlife 

 How to submit records electronically (e.g. using RODiS, MapMate or the simple 
record entry form) 

These sessions were not intended to be stand-alone events. Continuing support and follow-up 
contact was to be made with all attendees of each training session to ensure contact was not lost 
and that as many as possible began collecting and submitting records of their local natural 
environment. 

It was also proposed to extend and improve upon a Manchester City Council led pilot scheme in 
which 20 copies of MapMate, along with training, had been provided to wildlife groups on the 
proviso that records were submitted regularly to GMLRC. Without follow-on contact and support the 
number of records returned had dwindled. As such follow-up contact, encouragement and the 
development of a sense of community were at the heart of From Grey to Green’s approach. 

In addition specialist equipment was to be purchased to allow groups to see and record the wildlife 
on their sites in engaging and innovative ways. Equipment was to include humane traps, nest box 
cameras and night-vision CCTV cameras to record wildlife after dark etc. Training was to be offered 
on filming wildlife from a local wildlife expert and groups were to be encouraged to make videos of 
wildlife on their sites. These videos would be uploaded to YouTube and advertised through the 
GMLRC website and the Facebook and Twitter networks and would be available to view as part of 
the legacy of the project. 

Eight existing and active Friends of Groups within Salford, five in Wigan, six in Manchester and five in 
Tameside were identified as having an existing interest in wildlife.  The project planned to engage 
with most of these groups in the first year but then to expand to the others and to additional groups 
in each borough. 
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While a number of groups were specifically identified as being interested in the project, the project 
was designed to be flexible with spare capacity should further groups express an interest, 
particularly in years 2 and 3. It was also recognised that some of the identified Friends of Groups 
may fall by the way side over the lifetime of the project due to changes in membership or 
circumstances. 

In addition to Friends of Groups, there were other groups to be targeted in years 2 and 3, to include 
allotment groups, gardening groups, walking groups and angling groups. Manchester City Council 
also ran Tree Warden and Community Guardians schemes, which involve local residents working 
with the council to protect and improve their local environment. 

EXISTING SPECIALIST GROUPS 

There were a number of specialist groups across Greater Manchester that had an established 
interest in biodiversity. These groups included naturalist groups such as Manchester Field Club, 
special interest groups such as local RSPB groups, of which there were groups in Wigan and 
Manchester, and Greater Manchester wide organisations such as the Greater Manchester Bird 
Recording Group. 

For smaller groups an initial promotional talk would be offered, encouraging the group to submit 
records to the GMLRC. Further sessions and training would be offered dependent on the interests of 
the groups, including the supply of MapMate software if appropriate. Some of the sessions could be 
combined with those planned for the Friends of Groups, dependent on the interests and locations of 
the groups. 

The project also planned to provide training in the use of recording software, including online 
submission of records, to members of the Greater Manchester Bird Recording Group and the supply 
of MapMate software to those willing to submit records to the bird group and ultimately GMLRC. 
There was already a very close working relationship between GMLRC and the bird group but many 
Local Wildlife Sites were poorly recorded and many members of the group were not formally 
submitting their records. Records collected would help to support the continued selection and 
review of these sites. Members would be encouraged to record on Local Wildlife Sites, where there 
had been a decline in bird recording over the past 10 years. 

Other specialist groups that the project would work with included the Lancashire and Greater 
Manchester Mammal Group and the South Manchester Amphibian and Reptile Group. The project 
would be mutually beneficial to these groups, with GMLRC receiving records from the groups while 
the groups provided specialist training for the Friends Groups or the public. The groups would also 
benefit from the increased public profile that the project would give them and this would hopefully 
lead to an increase in their membership numbers, as well as access to the LRC’s data tools and 
records. 

In addition, a number of BioBlitzes would be organised within the four districts, using local experts 
and encouraging interested groups and individuals to participate. A BioBlitz is a special type of field 
study, where a group of scientists and volunteers conduct an intensive biological inventory, 
attempting to identify and record all species of living organisms in a given area. They are usually run 
over a 24 hour period. 
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RECORDING CONFERENCE 

In order to bring the disparate individuals and groups together, in addition to the planned 
workshops a recording conference was to be held during the second year of the project. This would 
be an opportunity for an exchange of ideas between and with individuals, recording groups and 
GMLRC and ensure the needs of the groups were being met by the project. 

WORKING WITH NEW AND DIFFICULT TO REACH COMMUNITIES 

New and difficult to reach communities are, by their nature, more difficult to engage with than other 
sectors of the population. Rather than try to initiate contact with such groups, the project would 
utilise the relationships already established by the project’s partners. 

Across the project area, it had been recognized that there were a number of projects and staff from 
partner organisations whose role was to interest people in the outdoors and greenspaces.  The From 
Grey to Green Project was to build on existing contacts, links and activities to encourage wildlife 
recording by running a number of activities similar to those outlined in Setting the Scene for Nature.  

In particular, two communities in areas of multiple deprivation were initially identified for this 
project to work with; Nutsford Vale in Manchester and Crescent Meadows in Salford, both part of 
the Setting the Scene for Nature project run by Red Rose Forest.  The plan for the Setting the Scene 
Project related to enabling access to the sites, developing practical skills and fostering a sense of 
pride. The Grey to Green Project would complement the planned activities at the site, broadening 
the scope of the activities to include wildlife identification and recording skills.  Activities would 
include: 

 Bat Walks 

 Nature Walks 

 Walk to School – Wildlife Recording 

 Biodiversity Family Fun Days 

 Bird Activity Days 

Over time communities in targeted areas would develop a picture of the changing wildlife in their 
local greenspaces. 

MANCHESTER MUSEUM 

The project intended to work closely with Manchester Museum to tap into their events which attract 
an average audience of 2000 people on Saturdays. The new Living Worlds gallery, which opened in 
April 2011, is dedicated to helping visitors reconnect with nature by encouraging each visitor to 
reflect on his, or her, own attitudes to the natural world. Visitors inspired by the new gallery and 
looking for a practical way to re-engage with the natural world would be prospective participants in 
the From Grey to Green Project. 

The promotion of the project at the Museum’s events was seen as a way of engaging a significant 
number of new people in wildlife recording. The Museum’s priority areas for community 
engagement were adults, particularly the over 50s. They were part of the Valuing Older People 
Network, organised by Manchester City Council. Part of this initiative includes a series of adult 
learning evenings, to which the From Grey to Green Project would be ideally placed to run wildlife 
recording evenings. These evenings would be used to pilot a more formal training programme which 
will lead to the award of a certificate in Wildlife Recording issued by GMLRC following completion of 
the course.  
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MANCHESTER CITY COUNCIL ADULT SERVICES 

Manchester City Council’s adult services run ten adult day centres that promote health and well-
being. The centres were used by the over 55’s and other groups such as Alzheimer’s suffers, stroke 
victims, people with learning & physical disabilities. Learning to identify and record wildlife would 
help these groups engage with their natural heritage as well as providing mental stimulation through 
learning new skills. 

Overall the Community Biodiversity Engagement Officer’s role was to focus on building links with 
these communities and groups during the first year of the project and developing a full range of 
activities in years 2 and 3. 

WILDLIFE RECORDING CAMPAIGN 

The success of campaigns such as the BBC’s Spring Watch and Autumn Watch, as well as items on 
local news programmes have demonstrated that there is a great deal of local interest in wildlife. In 
order to capture and use this interest, part of the project would involve a campaign to encourage 
the wider public to go out and record the wildlife in their local areas and send the records to the 
GMLRC. This would be organised at a Greater Manchester scale.  
 
The campaign was to involve a number of activities including:  

 Articles in the regional and local press 

 Items on local radio  

 Publicity materials to be sent to libraries and community centres 

 Attendance at suitable events to promote the project (e.g. Springwatch)  

 Staffed display stand at various locations including Manchester Museum and linked in 
with the Wild Planet Exhibition occurring in Manchester in 2012. 

 Use of social networking platforms such as Twitter and Facebook. 

 Further development of the GMLRC website 

The campaign would focus on themed recording such as garden butterflies in summer, using 
common species that can be easily identified. The campaign would also link into national recording 
schemes such as the Big Butterfly Count run by Butterfly Conservation and the RSPB’s Big Garden 
Bird Watch, and use tools developed as part of the OPAL project. 

GMLRC’s website would be further developed to provide simple on-line tools for members of the 
public to submit records linked to the publicity campaign.  

OTHER PROJECT ACTIVITY 

To support project activities a number of “background” activities were to be undertaken. These were 
designed to ensure that the information held by the GMLRC and collected as part of the project 
could be disseminated back to the public and that groups and communities had on-going support for 
their wildlife recording even after the project has been concluded. These were to include: 

 Further development of the GMLRC’s website. 

 Ensuring data collected by the project is validated and verified. 

 Responding to data requests submitted throughout the project. 

 Uploading data collected by project to the National Biodiversity Gateway. 

Much of this work would be the responsibility of the Biodiversity Data Manager.  
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DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 

All records collected over the course of the project were to be combined and used in conjunction 
with those already held by the GMLRC, to form a baseline of the current status of biodiversity in 
Greater Manchester. The information was to be made available to the GMLRC partners, including 
the Local Biodiversity Action Plan which is also hosted by the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit 
GMEU. 
 
The GMLRC website was to be the main source of information sharing with the groups and 
communities that the project would work with, as well as the public as part of the ongoing publicity 
campaign. 

This project would also develop an intuitive search tool so that members of the public are able to 
search for records of species or records from sites. It was proposed to use similar software to that 
developed for neighboring LRCs in Cheshire and Merseyside. 

One of the features on the website is a “Site in Focus” page, which aims to provide information on 
local sites where people can see wildlife. The website contained information on only a few sites and 
it was hoped that this would be expanded as part of the project. We knew from our research that 
Friends of Groups have a strong bond with their local sites, working hard to improve the natural 
habitats and increase the diversity of wildlife present. The website would provide a means for the 
groups to promote their sites through articles and videos, encouraging more local people to visit and 
discover the wildlife on their doorstep. Many are located close to areas of deprivation but have easy 
access by foot or by public transport. 

The Project planned to add a forum to the website as a new feature, which would aim to foster an 
on-line community. People would be able to share their knowledge and experiences of wildlife, 
participate in on-line discussions and seek advice from experts on identification without feeling 
intimidated.  

All data collected by the project was to be uploaded to the National Biodiversity Gateway (unless 
otherwise specified by the individual recorders or found to be invalid or duplicate data) and made 
available for those who wish to use it for the benefit of conservation and research.  
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D THE DIFFERENCE WE EXPECTED IT TO MAKE 

TO NATURAL HERITAGE 

If the objectives of the project were met, the difference made to the Natural Heritage in Greater 
Manchester would be significant: 

 We would develop a robust and sustainable recording network across the four districts with 
recorders regularly sending reliable data to the LRC. 

 There will be a wider appreciation of the value of Greater Manchester’s natural heritage 
amongst local communities across the region and this will lead to increased protection and 
improvement to Greater Manchester’s Biodiversity. 

 Provide a lasting legacy in the form of records, videos, photos, online resources and tools. 

 The baseline of biodiversity information held by the LRC would be expanded and its value 
extended. 

TO PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES 

Working with communities in the deprived areas of Wigan, Salford, Manchester and Tameside we 
would help them develop an appreciation of their natural heritage.  

We would help make people aware of and proud of their local natural heritage.  

Making people aware of their local greenspaces and introducing them to these spaces in an 
organised group, would improve their confidence, access to and use of their greenspaces.  

The people involved in the project would learn new and transferable skills. They would develop a 
greater appreciation of the natural heritage of their local area, reconnecting with the natural 
environment through their local green spaces and their local community.  

We would engage communities with little current apparent connection to their local natural 
environment. Working with these communities would improve the well-being amongst engaged 
groups and individuals by improving contact with nature, stimulating the senses and reducing stress. 
By actively recording wildlife volunteers will increase their levels of physical activity, helping to build 
and maintain healthy bodies. 

There would also be other personal and social benefits – getting out with family and friends, meeting 
new people, providing space for community action and participation.  

SPECIAL INTEREST AND COMMUNITY GROUPS 

The special interest groups and Friends of Groups would develop greater skills in wildlife 
identification, survey techniques, wildlife filming and IT training.  

They would have a greater awareness and interest in the species to be found on their site. 

We would strengthen and build the special interest and community groups giving them, where 
necessary, renewed purpose and cohesion. 

We would encourage greater local interest in Friends Groups activities. 
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3. WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED 

A PROJECT MANAGEMENT ISSUES  

CHALLENGES AT THE START OF THE PROJECT - STAFFING 

One of the major challenges at the start of the project was a delay in the ability to recruit staff.  We 
had anticipated that there could be delays due to internal local authority processes but believed 
measures had been out into place with senior management to ensure these would be kept to a 
minimum.  However, the project start coincided with the start of austerity within local government 
so the recruitment process proved to be significantly harder than anticipated.  This resulted in a 
delay in the start of two of the project officers by three months. 

While in the long term this did not affect the overall success of the project, as it was extended to 
compensate, it meant that activity and momentum in the first year was slower than planned. 

CHALLENGES AT THE START OF THE PROJECT – TIMING & COMMUNICATIONS 

Due to the timing of grant programme and the delay in staff recruitment, the project started in the 
spring and summer, the busiest time of the year in ecological terms.    Although we had some initial 
contacts and groups to work with at the start of the project, there was limited time to build 
momentum before seasonal events needed to take place. 

B BACKGROUND TO EVALUATION METHODS USED 

Qualitative information was gathered throughout the project. Comments were made at events and 
activities both verbally and on the evaluation forms.  Subsequently, further feedback was also sent 
to us via Facebook and email. Towards the end of the project a number of Evaluation Events were 
arranged to bring people together and to gather their stories. This report contains many of the 
comments and much of the feedback that has been received, either as ‘Stories’ in Appendix A, as 
quotations throughout the report, or as part of the report following the evaluation event. 

Quantitative information was collected throughout the course of the project, for example: 

 The numbers of people taking part in events and training courses 

 The number of people submitting their email address for the distribution list 

 Postcodes to show reach of the project 

 The number of records held by the LRC before and after the project 

 The number of records held by taxonomic group 

 The number of individuals/recorders submitting records to the LRC 

 The number of recorders submitting records to the LRC on an on-going basis 

 The number of recorders using MapMate recording software 

 The number of hits on the website 

 The number of Facebook ‘Likes’ 

 The number of page views on Facebook 

 The number of followers on Twitter 

 The number of video views on the YouTube channel 

 The number of data requests fulfilled by GMLRC 

 The number of records sent in as a result of the wildlife recording campaign 

 The uses of the data collected 
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The project aimed to engage a wide variety of people through targeted activities i.e. with Friends of 
Groups, Naturalists and local community groups and through activities open to everyone. The 
targeted beneficiaries of the project were the communities within the four districts of Wigan, 
Salford, Manchester and Tameside, irrespective of their ethnic background, their age and whether 
they classed themselves to have a disability; this formed the basis for our sampling.  Statistics on the 
demographic of the people engaged were collected from general participants but not from some 
targeted groups where there were issues of data sensitivity. Some of the areas in which we were 
working are classed as areas with high levels of deprivation. Therefore, by looking at postcodes of 
participants, we can establish whether beneficiaries had low-medium economic status.  

Qualitative information was also collected via emails from participants, comments on feedback 
forms, Survey Monkey on-line questionnaires, comments on the Facebook page and postings, and 
feedback sessions with stakeholders and beneficiaries.  Towards the end of the project we held a 
number of evaluation events, with the help of Red Rose Forest, to help collect more detailed 
qualitative information. 

We also have a bank of photographs and videos taken during the project. 
 

  ‘I've learnt much about the many wild areas available to 
the public in Manchester and met some inspiring people 
making a huge difference to their local wildlife, and their 

local communities - it has made me feel more a part of 
Manchester's natural history community, and the city as 

a whole’ 

‘It has been great 
sharing knowledge 

with people - trading 
plant ID for insect 

ID....’ 
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C THE DIFFERENCE THE PROJECT MADE 

The project aimed to connect people with their local greenspaces, which it did successfully by 
running over 600 well attended events and activities across the project area. The project also 
encouraged people to explore their local wildlife and to identify the species that could be found 
through engaging with thousands of people across the project area. 

Over 900 individuals took part in beginners’ activities targeted at identification and recording, and 
over 350 individuals took part in more focused workshops and courses, many of these people 
attended a number of different activities. Of the people engaged, over 2000 asked for further news 
and information and are included on a distribution list, over 600 Like GMLRC on Facebook and 229 
follow us on Twitter. 

 

Numbers of people taking part in events and 
training courses 

> 2700 

The number of people submitting their email 
address for the distribution list 

> 2000 

Postcodes to show reach of the project > 2000 

The demographic information which was provided by attendees at community events and 
workshops found that 1 % of attendees were disabled and 98% were White British. The sex ration 
was: 

 

The distribution of occupations was: 
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Sex Ratio   

Occupation %age 

Retired 37% 

Lower Managerial/Professional 23% 

Intermediate 11% 

Lower supervisory 6% 

Long term unemployed 5% 

Full time student 4% 

Higher Managerial/Professional 4% 

Small Employer & Own Account Workers 4% 

Routine 2% 

Semi-routine 2% 

Short term unemployed 1% 
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The age range of attendees can be found below.  However the demographic information was not 
collected from some target groups, particularly those most vulnerable, and therefore it can be 
assumed that the demographic distribution for From Grey to Green as a whole is slightly different: 

 The actual proportion of disabled engaged through the proportion should be higher, 
estimated additional 1 to 2% – some of the target groups engaged by the Biodiversity 
Community Engagement Officer had high proportions of disabilities (day care centres, 
and Tameside SIGHT).   

 The number of young people, 17 to 18, 19 to 25, and full time students should be higher 
– youth groups and university courses were not included above.  Estimated distribution 
as table on right. 

   

0%
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20%

30%
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50%

60%

70%

11 to 16 17 to 18 19 to 25 26-59 60+

Age Range 

Sampled

All (Estimate)
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WORKING WITH EXISTING GROUPS 

Friends of Groups 

During the first year of the project attendance at the wildlife taster sessions and the 
spring/summer/autumn/winter in Manchester and other events was boosted by the groups 
publicising the events to their membership and contact networks.  At this early stage of the project 
we were still unknown to many people with an interest in wildlife.  This promotional support 
continued throughout the project and increased public awareness of From Grey to Green’s aims and 
activities.  We also benefited from organisational support from groups such as the Friends of Clayton 
Vale who were experienced in organising public events on their site and whose help proved 
invaluable in the run up to our first BioBlitz held on their site in June 2012.  As well as being a 
successful wildlife recording event, it was well attended by 80 members of the local community and 
provided us with many valuable lessons which we applied to the organisation and promotion of 
subsequent bioblitzes.  

 

Friends of Groups District 

Amberswood Common Wigan 

Birchfields Park  Manchester 

Blackley Forest  Manchester 

Borsdane Woods Wigan 

CLARA  Tameside 

Clayton Vale  Manchester 

Etherow Lodge Park Tameside 

Gorse Hall  Tameside 

Greenslate Water Meadows Wigan 

Highfield CP Manchester 

Low Hall LNR Wigan 

Salford Voluntary Rangers Salford 

Whalley Range for Wildlife  Manchester  

Wigan Flashes Wigan 

The members of the Friends of Groups benefited in a number of ways from the events held on their 
sites.  Their appreciation of the Local Nature Reserves and Country Parks increased through 
becoming more aware of the incredible diversity of species present and through improved 
identification skills.  People developed an understanding of the importance of recording and 
submitting records and the biodiversity value of their sites in both a district and Greater Manchester 
context.  
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‘All tutors who ran the 
workshops were extremely 

friendly, polite, 
knowledgeable and 

passionate about their 
subject and delivered their 

workshops brilliantly.’ 

Species ID and Recording Workshops 

Over the three years of the project we ran 187 workshops with a total attendance of 1725 
volunteers.  

 

Year Attendance Workshops Average attendance per workshop 

2012/13 334 42 8.0 

2013/14 673 70 9.6 

2014/15 539 54 10.0 

2015/16 179 21 8.5 

Totals 1725 187 9.2 

These were delivered by From Grey to Green staff, GMEU ecologists and by voluntary recorders 
from local recording groups both with specialist knowledge of individual taxonomic groups e.g. 
Amphibians, bats (The South Lancashire Bat Group), birds, fungi, lichens and plants. The success of 
the workshops can be judged by the positive feedback received and the regular repeat attendance 
by the people who developed into some of Greater Manchester’s top new recorders. The aims of the 
workshops were to enthuse and inform people about their local wildlife, to explain to them why it is 
important to record wildlife and provide them with the tools to do so.  

Many of the people attending the workshops had an interest in wildlife but lacked the identification 
skills and the understanding of recording techniques necessary to make a significant contribution to 
local recording.  

The workshops often acted as a spark creating an interest in a 
particular taxonomic group which led people to want to learn 
more about species identification. The contacts established 
between the volunteers and local specialists have further 
increased their species ID skills and interest in recording with a 
number signing up for national surveys run by the National Bat 
Monitoring Programme and the British Trust for Ornithology 
(BTO).  

Winter Bird Identification at Blackley forest 
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OTHER GROUPS 

A number of other allotment and gardening groups were contacted across the project area. Most 
were collections of individuals with no significant network or community; however, eight were found 
to have a strong community focus and planned community activities. These groups were involved in 
various sessions including gardening for wildlife, creating natural habitats, bat walks, nature trails, 
bug hunting and pond dipping. 

Helene Rudlin, Volunteer Coordinator at the Hulme Community Garden Centre says “For the last 
couples of years, Grey To Green have helped us to create new events, Moth Night and Bio Blitz, 
which have involved hundreds of residents, volunteers and service users. These events publicised 
our community gardens and brought in new people, to visit, take part and volunteer, but have 
contributed in further knowledge about wildlife and biodiversity. From 
identifying a wealth of insects and small mammals, catching, studying 
and recording them, enjoying learning about their environment and 
needs, the expertise of Grey to Green and their devoted approach to the 

protection of our vital green spaces 
has involved all our community, from 
the very young to the very old. As a 
result of working with Grey to Green, 
we have approached Manchester 
City Council to see whether we could 
become a local nature reserve, 
following the RODiS system and data 
we carried out during the events.” 

Salford Friendly Anglers already had a strong community focus, undertaking surveys for United 
Utilities and the Environment Agency. Whilst the group did not get actively involved in From Grey to 
Green as a group, individuals have become very aware of the greening process in which they are 
actively involved and regularly refer to “From Grey to Green”.  They are proud to confess that they 
are one of the groups actively making Greater Manchester greener and a number of the group have 
become regular recorders.   

Michael Duddy, Chairman of the Salford Friendly Anglers said ”Matthew Holker attended one of our 
group’s meetings to explain about the Grey to Green Project, and ask for our fishing club members to 
take part in the nature recording program.  Our members liked the talk and some of them then went 
on to do recording for the project.  The project was also very useful to our work from an engagement 
point of view.  It made our members feel as though their contribution was valued.” 

A number of walking groups (including social groups, health walking groups, ramblers and others) 
became involved with the project, inviting the Biodiversity Engagement Officer along to walks as a 
wildlife guide.  

David Gallimore, Minister at the Chorlton Methodist Church had the following to say “The project 
has been a vital source of support and has helped tremendously in getting Chorlton Community 
Wildlife & Edible Garden off the ground. The project has put us in touch with other likeminded 
groups locally, which has been a help and encouragement to us. The project has run bat nights and 
filming days which has been educational as well as drawn in people to the garden. Some of our 
volunteers have learnt new skills in video recording and editing through the project.” 
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SPECIALIST GROUPS 

There were a few specialist groups, identified at the bid stage that we did not work with due 
primarily to a lack of time in making contact with them, such as the RSPB local groups in Manchester 
and Wigan and the South Manchester Amphibian and Reptile Group. However, this allowed us to 
devote more time to building relationships with the following groups:     

 Greater Manchester Bird Recording Group 

 Lancashire and Greater Manchester Mammal Group 

 Leigh Ornithological Society 

 Manchester Field Club 

 Rochdale Field Naturalists’ Society 

 South Lancashire Bat Group 

The specialist groups were for the most part already well established with an existing membership 
ranging from local experts, including county recorders, for their specific taxonomic group to people 
with a keen interest in particular species but still developing their ID skills. They provided invaluable 
support without which From Grey to Green would have achieved far less.  

However, the relationship was of mutual benefit. The Greater Manchester Bird Recording Group 
(GMBRG) recruited new recorders who have now become an important source of records and are 
able to submit their records electronically using MapMate recording software and training provided 
by From Grey to Green. Technical support and advice on bird recording provided by project staff 
have increased the quality and value of the records whilst at the same time allowing them to be 
submitted on a monthly rather than annual basis. This has ensured that the most recent records are 
available both to the GMBRG and the GM Ecology Unit. As well as increased/improved record 
submission volunteers, recruited by From Grey to Green, are also now contributing in other ways to 
the group’s work such as writing major sections of the county’s annual bird report – ‘Birds in Greater 
Manchester’.   

The Manchester Field Club has also made an important contribution to the From Grey to Green 
project by providing invaluable taxonomic expertise in specialist groups such as lichens and mosses. 
The project has in return helped invigorate the group through the recruitment of new members, one 
of whom has developed into a recorder of lichens and mosses and helped ensure the expertise of 
the ageing recorders is passed on to a new generation. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Small mammal prints collected at Clifton Country Park. 
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Bioblitzes 

Bioblitzes were the flagship engagement events of the project including the greatest variety of 
participants from new audiences and beginners through to experienced naturalists, recorders and 
professionals. 

 

The Bioblitzes had three main objectives:  

1. To carry out a biological audit of the chosen site over a 24 hour period by inviting voluntary 
recorders from across Greater Manchester to record as wide a range of taxonomic groups as 
possible. The Bioblitzes were very well supported by established recording groups including the 
Manchester Field Club, the Lancashire Mammal Group and the South Lancashire Bat Group.  The 
information gathered provided us with a great deal of valuable biological data that enabled 
GMEU to assess the importance of the sites surveyed.  

2. Participation and learning – The BioBlitzes also provided the new recorders recruited by the 
project with the opportunity to shadow the experienced taxonomic specialists, improve their 
identification skills and above all made them feel that they were making a valuable contribution 
to increasing our knowledge of species distribution. The events provided a great opportunity for 
recorders to meet, exchange ideas and information and fostered the sense of belonging to a 
Greater Manchester recording community.  

 

Volunteers at the Park Bridge BioBlitz 
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‘It has made me feel part 
of the wider Manchester 
recording scene, it has 
encouraged me to put 
together a wildflower 

course and practise what I 
learnt on my Biological 
Recording Masters - go 

out and record!’ 

3. Community Engagement and Discovery – sites were 
selected not only for their biological interest but also 
with a view to engaging the local community in areas of 
multiple deprivation. The Hurst Clough BioBlitz in April 
2013 was held in Hattersley, Tameside and the Boggart 
Hole Clough event in April 2015 took place in Blackley, 
Manchester. Activities such as bug hunting, pond 
dipping, small mammal trapping and moth trapping 
attracted people from the local community and gave 
them the opportunity to discover the natural heritage in 
their neighbourhood and gain first-hand experience of 

their local wildlife. The 
excitement was 
evident on the faces of 
adults and children, 
opening a mammal 
trap for the first time 
in their lives, to 
discover a wood 
mouse or bank vole and then releasing it back into the wild.  

 

Thirteen bioblitzes were organised across the four districts with the first at Clayton Vale, Manchester 
in June 2012 and the final event taking place at Chorlton Water Park in May 2015. We played a key 
role in the Manchester Festival of Nature at Heaton Park in September 2013 which was attended by 
an estimated 2000 people and formed part of the BBC’s Summer of Wildlife.  As well as the 
recording associated with a normal BioBlitz we lead Wildlife Walks for the public, the first of which 
was attended by Naomi Wilkinson from CBBC’s WILD programme and attracted a large number of 
excited children eager to have their photos taken with the star presenter.  

An impressive variety and number of species were recorded at the Bioblitzes. The top sites in terms 
of diversity of species are shown in the table below.  

 

Site Species (no.) District Date 

Blackleach CP 546 Salford July 2013 

Boggart Hole Clough LNR 420 Manchester April 2015 

Clifton CP 420 Salford Sep 2012 

Haigh Hall CP 349 Wigan Aug 2014 

Low Hall LNR 339 Wigan July 2012 

Chorlton Water Park  331 Manchester May 2015 

Clayton Vale  299 Manchester June 2012 
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Karen Foulkes, member of the GM Bird Recording Group, MapMate user: “I just wanted to say how 
much I enjoyed the BioBlitz on Friday and Saturday, in spite of the best attempts of the Manchester 
weather to wash Saturday out. It's always interesting to meet different people and share 
experiences with them and I think we managed to achieve this. 

It was fantastic to see the Ringlets, they really seem to have spread across Oldham and Tameside 
this year, which is of course rather pleasing. 

There were never really going to be too many birds in July, but it was good to share the Dipper with 
Lauren, who had never seen one before. 

Thanks to you and the Ecology Unit for all the hard work and planning that must go into the 
organisation of such an event, just a shame you cannot control the weather!” 

Regular Recorders 

Whilst the project has significantly increased the number of people registered on RODiS and 
MapMate, it is more useful to focus upon those recorders and organisations who have submitted 
their observations to us on a regular basis since receiving their training.  In the absence of a national 
definition we consider a ‘regular recorder’ to be an individual or group that has input and submitted 
a minimum of 50 records to GMLRC over more than a single date. 

 

Overall there has been a 957% increase in the number of regular recorders submitting records to the 
Local Record Centre.  

Mark Champion, Wigan Projects Manager at the Lancashire Wildlife Trust and Harriet Bickley, from 
Heaton Mersey are a couple of the new regular recorders. Their stories are included in Appendix A 
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Debs Wallace, Wildlife Enthusiast: 
‘Thank you for giving me the 

opportunity to take part in the 
conference as a presenter; it was a 
really enjoyable experience. I felt 

really well informed and supported 
both before and during the day 

with good clear communication and 
information. It was very well 

organised and ran very smoothly 
indeed. Well done to all of you.’ 

 

RECORDING CONFERENCE 

Greater Manchester Local Record Centre’s first ever 
wildlife recording conference was held at Manchester 
Museum on the 29th March 2014. The aim was to bring 
together in one place an important cross-section of the 
volunteers and project partners in order to give them 
the opportunity to feed back on the first two years of 
the project and to put forward their ideas for the third 
and final year. The conference was well attended with 
over 100 recorders taking part, ranging from beginners 
to masters in their field. See 
https://gmwildlife.org.uk/conference for more 
information and slide decks. 

There were a number of ways that people could provide 
feedback about the event. The words most commonly 
used to describe the conference were: ‘interesting’, informative’, ‘enjoyable’ and ‘organised’.  
  

Karen Cowley, Rochdale 
Field Naturalists’ Society: 

‘Thank you for all your hard 
work in planning such an 

interesting and well 
organised conference. It was 
really interesting for me to 

meet the other participants’ 

Rachel Stroud, NBN Data 
and Liaison Officer: ‘It 
was a pleasure to be 

among such a passionate 
and enthusiastic group of 

recorders.’ 

https://gmwildlife.org.uk/conference
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‘From Grey to Green has given 
me a greater awareness of the 
wildlife that is on my doorstep. 

The project was very 
informative and we have really 

benefitted’ 

 

WORKING WITH NEW AND DIFFICULT TO REACH COMMUNITIES 

The project concentrated on three focus sites: 

 Nutsford Vale, Gorton, Manchester 

 Crescent Meadows, Salford 

 Moston Brook, Moston, North Manchester 

Additionally the project completed activities with communities 
in other areas of multiple deprivation around Greater 
Manchester including Wythenshawe, Moss Side, Higher Blackley, Longsight, Chorlton Park, Old 
Moat, Hulme, Rusholme, Ashton-Under-Lyne, Ince, Clifton and Withington. 

The activities involved a range of awareness raising activities, fun/creative events, and some nature 
exploration activities.  

Setting the Scene For Nature 

The From Grey to Green Project complemented the 
planned activities at Crescent Meadows undertaken by 
Red Rose Forest in the first two years of the project and 
the Salford Countryside team in the final year, broadening 
the scope of the activities to include wildlife identification 
and recording skills. At Nutsford Vale, the project worked 
with Red Rose Forest in the first two years of the project 
and then became the sole activity provider of activities in 
our final year. At Moston Brook, the project worked 
alongside the Moston Brook Project Officer and NEPHRA to 
broaden the scope of existing activities.  It also connected 
with Cartmel Crescent allotments and the Canals and 
Rivers Trust, both of whom were conducting similar 
activities in the area. 

  

At Crescent Meadows the project successfully managed to 
introduce many new visitors and helped to draw the local 
community on to the site. In particular local naturalists 
were interested to see the difference in biodiversity on 
opposite sides of the River between Peel Park (Victorian 
managed park) and Crescent Meadows (restored landfill 
site) where biodiversity was found to be significantly 
greater. 
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Claire Balshaw from New Moston told us “'I took my four year old son along to the From 
Grey to Green nature tent set up at Wrigley Head. He had a great time learning about 

the local wildlife, interacting and having fun whilst learning. It has really opened my eyes 
to the wide variety of wildlife that is literally on my doorstep. Since attending the 

session, it has fired a passion in my child to go on nature walks and we often go on little 
hunts along the canal to see what we can find'  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Nutsford Vale Friends of Group became an important partner of From Grey to Green getting 
involved with other groups and other sites.  One member became one of the top new recorders by 
submitting the group’s records. Two members of the group subsequently presented the Nutsford 
Vale site and their findings as a result of From Grey to Green to the Wildlife Recording Conference in 
March 2014. Over time the group is developing a picture of the changing wildlife on the site as 
habitat management works progress. 

The photos below show members of the Friends of Nutsford Vale getting to grips with tree and wild 
flower identification. 

  

At Moston Brook the project succeeded in getting new visitors onto the site, specifically members of 
NEPHRA (Northfield, Etherow, Parkfield, Hollingworth Residents Association) who would not have 
considered going on the site on their own previously for personal safety perceptions. 
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Sue Bingham, the 
Friends of 

Amberswood:  ‘Thank 
you for support you 

gave to our Family fun 
day which was a great 
success we have had 

some fabulous 
feedback from people 
that attended and the 

field netting and 
identification you did 

with the children was a 
huge success.’ 

Fun Days, Nature Trails and Wildlife Walks 

A significant part of the Biodiversity Community Engagement role was engaging with communities in 
a fun and interactive way to encourage people to access greenspaces and explore wildlife. This 
involved organising events and activities in greenspaces and also joining in with other events and 
extending the range of activities available. 

 

Tameside Countryside Service  

From Grey to Green worked with the Tameside Countryside Service to engage with their volunteer 
rangers and to deliver a number of nature exploration activities targeted at families as part of their 
existing programme of events – ‘Go Wild’ and ‘Nature Counts’. 

These activities helped the countryside service maintain a level of support for their volunteers and 
also to lead a number of events in their greenspaces at a time when the service was subject to cuts 
and unable to continue to provide the same number of events. 

Amphibian ID 
Bug hunting using 
sweep nets 

Aquatic life 

Pond life under the microscope 

Salford Meadows fun day 

Moth trapping 
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Joyce Lightfoot from the Friends of Broadhurst: ‘I have benefited from the Grey to Green 
Project because it has made me more aware of what is ‘out there’. The Project has also assisted 
our Friends group (Friends of Broadhurst) with several events, i.e. Wildflower Wander, Bio-Blitz, 

Bat Walk, Pond Dipping, Bug Hunt and Fungus Walk.... and those who have taken part in the 
above events have all learnt a lot about our natural surroundings….. I have been very grateful 

for the information and advice provided’ 

 

Other Groups 

From Grey to Green successfully managed to engage new groups in the project, including:  

 Friends of Broadhurst 

 Friends of Birchfields Park 

 Friends of Atherton Wildlife and Nature 

 Abram Woodland and Wildlife Conservation Group 

These groups were provided the same types of activities and support as the existing groups. 

The photographs below show a collection of From Grey to Green volunteers, members of the 
Wildlife Recording Course and the friends of Birchfields Park involved in nature exploration at 
Birchfields Park in Manchester. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other Sites and Mini Bioblitzes 

From the outset of the project there was a clear demand for more opportunities for people 
(beginners to specialists alike) to get out and undertake biological surveillance. In response we ran a 
number of activities and sessions with local community groups, based at their site, but opened up to 
include anybody else who may be interested. As much as possible, these events were run as 
bioblitzes, but maybe concentrating on specific species or habitats depending on the nature of the 
site or the resources available.  
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These events gave naturalists and recorders additional 
opportunities to get involved and to meet each other.  
It also gave beginners the opportunity to practice new 
skills and learn from specialists. These events also 
served to engage with new audiences, as well as 
providing activities for the community groups to get 
involved with and increase awareness of the group’s 
activities and the wildlife on each site. They also raised 
the profile of each site as somewhere to go to see 
wildlife and to increase the membership of the groups. 

Some of the sites that were used for these mini-bioblitzes 
were: 

 Peel Park, Salford 

 Whitworth Park, Manchester 

 Lymefield at Broadbottom, Tameside 

 Abram Woods, Wigan 

 Fletcher Moss, Manchester 

 Ordsall Hall, Salford 

 Haigh Hall, Wigan 

 Hulme Community Garden Centre, 
Manchester  

 Rodney Fields, Manchester 

 Sunbank Wood, Manchester 

 Chorlton Water Park, Manchester 

 

Other Partners 

Working with other partners gave the project significant 
opportunity to engage with new communities, specifically those in hard to reach areas and hard to 
reach groups. 

One group of partners was the Friends of Rodney Fields, Acorn Close Allotments and the Friends of 
Cringle Park. These groups arranged to host a group of 16 and 17 year old youths involved in “The 
Challenge”, part of Manchester City Council’s citizenship scheme. The Challenge aims to help young 
people develop the skills and attitudes they need to become more engaged with their communities 
and become active and responsible citizens. From Grey to Green ran a number of activities, revolving 
around exploring greenspaces, together with finding and identifying wildlife. 
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Reet Mulvey attended the RSPB’s Big Wild 
Sleepout at Chorlton water Park “Thank 
you very much for a fabulous time. My 

partner and son had done a wild sleepout 
with the RSPB at Loch Lomond last year. 
We weren't sure what to expect from a 
sleep out in a city. It surpassed all our 

expectations. It is amazing what animals, 
insects, we can enjoy in a City, if we create 

a little bit of green space for them to 
create a habitat. A pond and hedgehog 

home are on our summer holiday todo list. 
We also really enjoyed having Chorlton 

Waterpark to ourselves. We look forward 
to taking part in the next one.” 

 

Jenny Hackland, RSPB People Engagement Officer for Manchester and Project Officer (Mersey 
Valley): From Grey to Green have been present at events organised by the RSPB and always 
add value to our events by providing an interesting activity which compliments what we are 
doing. In return, From Grey to Green have worked closely with the RSPB and invited us to a 

number of their events which has been hugely successful both from the point of view of 
connecting us with people who value the work we do and thus increasing our supporters as 

well as helping us to bring home our 'Giving Nature a Home' message 

From Grey to Green partnered with the RSPB on a number of events and activities from awareness 
raising and open/fun type days to focused workshops, bioblitzes and camping weekends. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photos below – Bird walk at Astley Moss and at Little Woolden Moss with the LWT Chat Moss 
Project team and volunteers. 

  

Moth Trapping at Big Sleep Out  
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‘From Grey to Green 
interacted well with our 

museum visitors and 
helped to link them to 

the green spaces 
around the museum. 
This helped to bring a 
different aspect to our 

work and engage 
different audiences’ 

‘This course is gold. I would like to 
study Ecology at University, however, 
it is too expensive, so I study at home 
and so this course has really pointed 
me in the right direction and I have 
gained masses of info thanks to the 
precious handouts and references 
given in class. The environment in 
which we learned about wildlife 

recording in Greater Manchester, 
Manchester Museum, was brilliant 

and the staff are experts at what they 
do, very friendly and approachable. 

This course was well worth the 
freezing night time bus journeys, gale 
force winds and hail on our outdoor 

grid ref day at Chorlton Nature 
Reserve resulting in 3 days sickness! 

The whole experience has been 
fantastic.’ 

MANCHESTER MUSEUM 

Community Engagement 

From Grey to Green engaged with visitors at Manchester Museum’s 
Big Saturdays raising awareness of the project and the importance of 
recording to large numbers of people from across the region. The 
From Grey to Green stand was focused on those events and visitors 
who were more genuinely interested in their natural heritage and 
keen to join in with our activities and events.  

Wildlife Recording Course 

The course was organised in partnership with Manchester Museum, making use of its extensive 
natural history collection. The course was an introduction to wildlife recording which aimed to 
develop a new cohort of wildlife recorders in Greater Manchester.  It was delivered by one of the 
From Grey to Green staff and the museum’s botanical, entomological and zoological curators.  

The students were introduced to the basic concepts of wildlife recording during classroom sessions 
and then carried out their own recording project which they presented to the class at the end of the 
course. The course was run three times over three winters and 27 students completed a project. The 
overall standard of the projects was very high and covered a wide range of topics.  These included 
site surveys of Platt Fields Park, comparing historical and current data on water birds; small mammal 
trapping at Highfield Country Park, Levenshulme; a comparative study of lichens growing on mature 
trees at Wythenshawe Park with those present in a relatively new orchard at Kenworthy Woods, 
looking at the potential effects of air pollution on the species; a survey for Otters along the River 
Bollin and a comparison of bird species present in two ancient woodlands in Bolton.  

The feedback from the students was very positive 
and we took account of this, adding an outdoor 
session on survey methodology during the final 
winter. One of the students obtained a job with the 
Lancashire Wildlife Trust’s Biodiverse Society 
Project, funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund, as a 
trainee recording officer.  Another went on to 
successfully complete the University Certificate 
Course in Biological Recording and Species 
Identification, run jointly by Manchester 
Metropolitan University, the Field Studies Council 
and the Botanical Society of Britain and Ireland. 
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Creating Natural Heritage for the Future 

From Grey to green ran two sessions with Manchester 
Museum, designed to bring new audiences to the 
museum, to show them the importance of collecting 
specimens and demonstrating the role the museum 
plays in maintaining our natural heritage. The general 
feedback from the events was that these sessions were 
very enjoyable, informative and interesting. Attendees 
felt that they learnt something that they could use in 
their own activities. They all particularly enjoyed 
seeing the collections, expressing wonder about the 
range of bugs, butterflies, plants and leaves in the 
collections. People felt privileged to see behind the 
scenes and expressed a genuine interest in all the work that goes on behind the scenes.  

These were followed up by a number of fieldwork sessions to allow participants to have a go at 
collecting, preserving, labelling and presenting specimens for the collections at the Museum.  

In total there were six field sessions at the following sites:  

 Blackleach Country Park, Salford 

 Atherton Meadows, Wigan 

 Clifton Country Park, Salford 

 Lymefield at Broadbottom, Tameside 

 Chorlton Water Park, Manchester 

 Astley Moss, Wigan 

As a result the volunteers collected and submitted 34 pressed dried and labelled flower samples and 
65 preserved and 59 pinned invertebrate samples to the Manchester Museum. 

 

  

Setting a malaise trap at Blackleach 

Gathering flowers at Atherton Meadows 

Gathering flowers at Atherton Meadows 
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MANCHESTER CITY COUNCIL 
ADULT SERVICES 

The original intention was to work with 
Manchester City Council Adult Services, 
however, as a result of cuts and restructures, 
this part of the project was opened out to 
include adult services in Salford and 
Tameside.  

Working with the various centres 
encouraged both service users and staff to 
explore their local environment, connecting 
people with their local natural heritage. This 
activity provided service users with an 
opportunity to keep both mentally and 
physically active.  

 

Paul Downing, Centre Manager, Minehead Resource Centre, Manchester: “The Grey to Green 
project was aimed at getting some of Minehead Resource Centre’s vulnerable customers to engage 
in wildlife and nature at the Centre. This was instigated by Mathew and with some support from one 
of the apprentices, was in large a huge success as most of the customers engaging in the activity 
would not normally venture outside. 

Part of the activities included bird and butterfly recognition and books 
were provided to assist the customers in identifying them. Some 
customers spent an afternoon painting and drawing their findings, we 
found this invaluable as customer participation has proved too difficult 
sometimes. Even with the typical British weather the customers could 
still engage by sitting in the dining room and watching in comfort. 
Leaves and trees were also identified and rubbings and pictures were 
happily drawn by our customers’ and are proudly on show in the main 
atrium. 

I feel that the positive outcomes that both the staff and customers 
received from this invaluable experience should not be overlooked as 
both the joint working and the increase in well being was there for all 
to see as well as the change in their daily routine.” 

The concept of developing IT skills was well received by staff and volunteers at all centres. It was 
difficult to engage many customers in IT due to their age, general capabilities and ability to learn. A 
small number of individuals however did respond very well to using IT to input their records and 
were instrumental in providing a number of records from the centres and enjoyed the opportunity 
to do something new.  

Working in the care centres gave the project the opportunity to get volunteers and groups of 
volunteers from external organisations involved in the project. 
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Phil Greaves, Assistant Team Manager at Tameside Adult Services said, after one activity at 
Wilshaw House “We had a very positive response from people. Of the dozen people involved, 
most said that it increased their awareness of the importance of encouraging bugs into the 

garden to help bring in other wildlife. People felt as though they would be able to make their 
own bug gardens either for their own gardens or to enrich the environment at Wilshaw House 

 

The photographs below show some volunteers from the Manchester University Leadership 
Development Programme helping create a wildflower bed and putting up bird feeders at the 
Minehead Resource Centre in Withington, Manchester. 

 

 

One aspect that worked particularly well at three centres 
was installing a bird box with a camera and providing a 
screen, placed in a well-used part of the centre, such as a 
member’s lounge. “Throughout nesting season, customers at 
the centres are keen to see what progress has been made, 
whether the eggs have hatched, are they being fed, even 
giving the birds and the chicks names and creating many 
discussions about birds, food, habitats and their behavior”. 
This in turn has made more people aware of the garden, the 
creatures that inhabit it and has encouraged more people to 
use the garden, to get involved with feeding the birds and also creating habitats in the garden. As a 
result there has been a marked improvement in the general demeanor, health and wellbeing of 
these customers. 

Unexpected benefits have been that centre management have been able to make greater use of 
outdoor spaces for centre activities, improving the health and wellbeing of customers. Similarly a 
number of the staff in the centres have become enthused to make something more of a personal 
interest in their workplace, have joined in external training workshops and identification sessions 
and have gone on to become regular recorders.  
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  ‘From Grey to Green 
has made me 

appreciate the variety 
of wildlife to be found 

in urban areas. My 
children and I are 

always on the lookout 
now...’ - Anon 

WILDLIFE RECORDING CAMPAIGN 

A campaign to make people aware of From Grey to Green and the importance of recording was run 
alongside the main project, involving: 

 Presentations at the Universities, Manchester Museum and community groups 

 Staffed display stand at various locations including Manchester Museum 

 Use of social networking sites, Twitter and Facebook to provide news, information 
and advice as well as updates and advertising for events 

 Attendance at suitable events to promote the project  

 Publicity materials – leaflets and flyers distributed 

 Articles in the regional and local press 

 An interview on BBC Radio Manchester 

 Development of the GMLRC website 

The development of GMLRC’s website allowed the 
project to provide simple on-line tools for members of 
the public to identify species and to submit records.  

The campaign promoted recording of target species at 
different times of the year and also linked into national 
recording schemes such as the Big Butterfly Count run by 
Butterfly Conservation and the RSPB’s Big Garden Bird 
Watch.  

One part of the campaign was the “Winter Wildlife Watch” 
which encouraged people to record the birds and mammals seen in their garden over a week in 
winter.  In winter 2015, this campaign had 85 participants from across Greater Manchester, 
recording nearly 1,200 individual records with an amazing 67 different species.  The map above 
shows the distribution of the participants across the region. 

Raising Awareness 

The opportunity was taken at all events and activities to raise 
awareness of the GMLRC and the GMEU including the importance and 
need for biological recording and submitting records. This was 
achieved by setting up a stall, playing games with attendees and by 
giving out information and leaflets. From Grey to Green also met with 
a large number of other organisations and groups, providing 
presentations and facilitating discussions about greenspaces in Greater 
Manchester, wildlife and the need for recording. All people engaged 
have been given the opportunity to be added to our distribution list 
and all were encouraged to find the website and like the Facebook 
page for updates and news. Many attendees at our events were a direct 
result of meeting with members of the From Grey to Green team at a previous event or activity, 
being encouraged to get involved and in finding the right opportunity to get involved. 

                        

 

Crescent Meadows Fun Day 
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The Facebook page and Twitter account were created at the start of the From Grey to Green project 

and there were no members, ‘Likes’ or followers. The screenshot below shows the distribution of 

fans across all people who ‘Like’ the GMLRC on Facebook: 

 

 

The number of hits on the Facebook page for From Grey to Green Over 21,700 

The number of Facebook ‘Likes’ 642 (over 450 from GM) 

The number of followers on Twitter 243 

The number of video views on the YouTube channel 1642 

From Grey to Green has successfully introduced thousands of individuals to wildlife identification 
and record keeping practices. GMLRC now holds records from over 4,650 distinct individuals and 
organisations, 2,309 of which had never submitted a record to us prior to August 2011.  

Playing games at Crescent Meadows 
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OTHER PROJECT ACTIVITY 

Bird Identification by Song 

The project has joined a few walks with Tameside SIGHT who run a walking group for visually 
impaired people. Walkers appreciated the extra dimension that identification gave them when 
listening to bird sound, it was described as making the bird song into a three dimensional perception 
from two dimensions, making the walks more enjoyable and worthwhile. 

A number of volunteers helped to gather recordings from around Manchester and many of these 
recordings have been used to create the identification tutorials and workshops. Volunteers have also 
been involved in recording the voiceover and editing the various pieces of audio to produce the final 
tutorials. This involvement has enabled them to improve their understanding of technology and to 
increase their IT skills. 

The bird identification by song 
tutorials have been one of the 
most popular of the resources 
produced as part of From Grey to 
Green. These tutorials can be 
found at 
http://gmwildlife.org.uk/wildlife/s
pecies/index.php?species=Bird+ID+
by+Sound 

This link has been shared with 
many organisations across Greater 
Manchester by the From Grey to 
Green team, receiving many ‘Likes’ 
and lots of positive feedback. The 
link has subsequently been shared 
by others with other organisations, 
many beyond Greater Manchester. 

Salford Quays Birdwatching 
Cruises 

A birdwatching cruise was added to 
Salford City Council’s Walks on Water 
programme in May 2013 and proved 
extremely popular with 40 people 
taking part and observing birds in a 
novel way from the top deck of the boat 
travelling between the Salford Quays 
which is a Site of Biological Importance, 
selected primarily for its bird life, and Manchester City Centre. They were all enthralled by the sight 
of a Peregrine Falcon hunting over the Quays and the event helped to raise people’s awareness of 
the importance of Manchester and Salford’s urban areas for wildlife. Three further cruises took place 
between 2014 and 2015 with between 30 and 40 people attending each event.  

http://gmwildlife.org.uk/wildlife/species/index.php?species=Bird+ID+by+Sound
http://gmwildlife.org.uk/wildlife/species/index.php?species=Bird+ID+by+Sound
http://gmwildlife.org.uk/wildlife/species/index.php?species=Bird+ID+by+Sound
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Video Production 

Working with community groups and volunteers to provide training on how to use cameras to get 
footage of wildlife and how to use computers to edit the footage into a produced video was very 
successful in bringing people into contact with their local wildlife. Whilst this activity was intended to 
appeal to younger adults it found appeal in a broad range of adults of all ages. The activity gave 
people the opportunity to develop new skills with technology and in IT.  

 

A number of videos have been produced by volunteers as a result of their training and involvement 
with From Grey to green. These are all hosted on the GMLRC YouTube channel at: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/GMlocalrecordscentre.   

Some of the videos show the wildlife that has been found. Others are used as promotional videos for 
the community group, outlining the personal, social and wellbeing benefits of exploring the outdoors 
with such a group and all are very good at 
increasing awareness about the presence and the 
importance of wildlife. 

In particular, the following videos provide useful 
evaluations for the From Grey to Green project: 

 ‘Beehave’ a film about their local 
wildlife and bees by Avenue Q 
youth group in Failsworth. 

 ‘Green Group Nature Wanders 2013’ a film about the group by a Tameside walking 
group for people with mental health problems. 

 ‘The Ripple Effect of the Chorlton Community Wildlife Garden’ a film about the 
creation of the garden and the impact it has had on the church, its volunteers and in 
the local community. 

The videos produced have provided valuable contributions for the website and also for social 
networking sites. Such content keeps these sites fresh and maintains the visibility of the project and 
of the GMLRC. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/GMlocalrecordscentre
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Derek Ankers, a retired Chorlton resident said “I found out about the From Grey to Green project 
through an email sent out by the Ramblers. I have not produced a video before and called to find out 
more about it. The training courses gave me the confidence to use the camera to record wildlife 
which I actually found fairly easy, but I needed to keep using it to practice, being able to borrow the 
camera from From Grey to Green was a great help. Using the audio recorder and the computer 
editing was totally new to me but From Grey to Green taught me the basic skills and we put together 
a good video about the Chorlton Community Wildlife Garden. This project has given me a great 
insight into film making as well as helping me explore wildlife in my garden and in the local area.” 

Volunteering 

As well as the surveying and recording requirements of the project From Grey to Green has been 
successful in helping a number of individuals expand their skillset and increase their employability 
through providing opportunities for them to practice their skills by planning and arranging activities 
outside of From Grey to Green, within their own lives and with other groups. 

Melanie Brien from Wigan said “I really enjoyed helping out with the From Grey to Green events. 
Talking to the public about the local environment and working with both adults and children was 
great experience for me to put on my CV and to talk about in job interviews. I am now about to start 
a PhD in ecology and am helping out with public-engagement events at University, so having this 
previous experience has been very beneficial. The wildlife identification workshops I attended were 
interesting and improved my knowledge of local wildlife greatly, which I could then pass onto 
others.” 
 

Charlotte Howard is a recent graduate from Bramhall and as a keen science communicator 
volunteers at the Manchester Museum. Charlotte helped the From Grey to Green team in the office 
and at a number of community events, as well as joining in training courses and helping out with 
bioblitzes and surveys. She summarises her 
experience “The From Grey to Green Project has 
been an excellent springboard for engaging the 
public's interest in local wildlife. I have gained 
confidence, new skills and new interests from the 
project. The enthusiasm of the team on all 
occasions was instrumental to my personal 
learning experience. I have used the skills and 
knowledge received from the project to inspire 
friends and family to become more engaged with 
the natural world. For example, teaching family 
members bird identification by sound starting 
from our garden and showing school children, allotment holders and community groups how to 
build different habitats for wildlife.” 
 

 
 

 

Dr. Luke Blazejewski, videographer and Salford based community activist says “From Grey to Green 
has been a fantastic experience for me. Attending the events and meeting so many interesting and 
knowledgeable people has been a huge plus, and I learned a lot about urban wildlife. However, the 
biggest success of the project was inspiring me to run my own wildlife engagement projects. Since 
getting involved in June 2013 I have ran a series of wildlife walks around Salford's green spaces, to 
which I was recently awarded Salford University's Alumni Achievement Award for contribution to the 
community.” 
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‘Although I have an extremely 
poor memory these events have 
helped me to be able to identify 

species I previously wouldn't have 
known. The Grey To Green group 

leaders are always very 
knowledgeable and can usually 
identify species outside of their 

own specialism. I will continue to 
develop my interest in wildlife, 
whereas without these events I 
would have experienced much 
greater frustration in trying to 

recognise different species - Anon 

Train the Trainer 

From Grey to Green has worked with a number of 
individuals and organisations, helping to improve the 
naturalist skills and general confidence of individuals, 
staff and volunteers who have then led other groups on 
nature walks, wildlife exploration, species identification 
and similar activities. 

In particular: 

 Debs Wallace 

 Harriett Bickley 

 Molly Czachur 

 Greenfield and Grasscroft Residents 
Association (GGRA), Tree Watch group 

 Friends of Atherton Wildlife and Nature 
(FAWN) 

 Luke Blazejewski 

 Gorton Horticultural Society (GHS) 

 Heathfields Day Centre 

 Moss Side Community Allotments 

 Incredible Edible, Salford 

 Charlotte Howard 

 Whitworth Art Gallery 

 Manchester University Students 

‘Have a Go at …..’ Events 

As the project has progressed, all of the community groups have been encouraged to run “Have a Go 
at Recording ……” type sessions without the immediate guidance and support of a specialist. Using 
the resources available and the skills and experience that they have gleaned from surveys and 
workshops to try and complete a survey, at least to a beginner’s level, on specific family groups, and 
as an aid to helping them consolidate and extend their learning. A number of groups have taken the 
challenge and have used it, not only to develop their own learning, but also to engage with their own 
communities by running community events and activities. 

The Friends of Broadhurst were surprised to be 
able to spot around 35 different species of fungi on 
a two hour walk and pleased to be able to identify 
26 of these with a reasonable degree of 
confidence. 

 

 

  

‘I've consolidated and shared 
my knowledge of local trees 

and other plants, learnt 
much about birds and insects 

and better understand 
ecology-biodiversity 
assessments! - Anon 

Friends of Broadhurst having a go at identifying Fungi 
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Volunteers Helping Volunteers and External Networking 

Many of the groups and individuals that have joined From Grey to Green at activities and events 
have used the opportunities to create new contacts, build their own networks and subsequently to 
help each other. Some examples of where others have come together to work together as a result of 
the project are: 

 Friends of Atherton Wildlife and Nature / Leigh Ornithological Society (LOS) – two 
community groups with many similar interests in nature and wildlife, specifically birds. They 
now have a number of joint members attend each other’s events. LOS also occasionally lead 
bird walks for FAWN. 

 Gorton Horticultural Society / Friends of Nutsford Vale / Friends of Debdale Park / Friends of 
Cringle Park – four close groups who now advertise each other’s activities and attend each 
other’s events. 

 Bioblitzes have been extremely useful events for volunteers, providing all volunteers and 
recorders a huge opportunity to get to know others and to learn from them. It was very 
common on the later bioblitzes to see a small group of recorders going surveying together, 
each with a completely different area of expertise, but all going together to learn. 

 Debs Wallace and Dave Bishop were both keen advocates of From Grey to Green from the 
outset. As a result of their involvement they are now extremely well known amongst the 
volunteer recorders and other groups and are regularly asked to give talks, lead walks and 
join in surveying sessions by a wide selection of groups across Greater Manchester and 
beyond. 

 The South Lancashire Bat Group has supported From Grey to Green by running bat 
identification workshops and leading bat walks. From Grey to Green has helped the Bat 
Group increase awareness of the group amongst people and groups with an interest in the 
outdoors, nature and the environment. From Grey to Green has introduced a number of 
volunteers to the group who have subsequently become new members and bat surveyors. 

Greater Manchester Universities 

Close links were made with staff and students at Salford University, Manchester Metropolitan 
University and Manchester University allowing project officers to provide lectures, lead tutorial 
sessions, join in with field trips and bioblitzes, act as a client on student projects and to lead various 
training sessions for groups of students. All of these activities increased the profile of the GMEU and 
GMLRC, as well as helping the students realise the value of biological recording and the importance 
of submitting records to the Local Record Centre. 

Prof. Simon Caporn, Reader in Ecology at Manchester Metropolitan University – “From Grey to 
Green has served to increase my interest in local wildlife and I have definitely learnt new things. In 
particular, the project has helped me learn about GM habitats. I have enjoyed working with the 
project and I would like our students (at MMU) to get more involved in GMEU activities and 
projects.” 

 

       
 

 “From Grey to Green provided the opportunity for students to combine academic learning with 
making a genuine contribution. This was very useful for the students. Real world projects add 
tremendous value to degree programmes. From Grey to Green did a great job, their work was 

much appreciated by all.” – Anon 
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Health and Wellbeing 

Getting people involved with the natural environment has had a positive impact upon individual 
health and wellbeing. The extent of this impact is difficult to quantify. However, through the course 
of the project a number of people have referred to this aspect in their feedback:  

Joanne Green, Heaton Mersey - I would like to thank all of GMLRC for helping me to communicate 
with strangers and professionals and in a variety of settings. As you are aware, for someone with 
sensory hearing loss this has had an immense and positive impact upon my well-being. 

Information Technology 

Support and Training in the Use of Recording Software 

 

The majority of workshops and events involved some demonstration 
of how to submit records electronically, whether via the simple form, 
RODiS or MapMate. We’ve also handed out thousands of spotter 
sheets containing instructions on how to submit observations.  

Over the course of the project we have delivered 15 dedicated half 
day RODiS courses and 8 dedicated half day MapMate courses to over 
120 individuals. 

 

 

We’ve also produced several very simple user guides for RODiS and 
MapMate which are not just used within Greater Manchester but 
also further afield, for instance by Cumbria Local Record Centre and 
Merseyside Local Record Centre 

 

 

Feedback from attendees was all very positive, the 
critical comments largely related to the reliability 
of RODiS. 

Alongside the classroom based training sessions 
we have also trained several volunteers in the use 

of recording and GIS software on a 1:1 basis.  
 

Karen Rogers “Having retrained from an earlier career in Environmental Management, I was coming 
to the end of my MSc at Manchester Metropolitan University and aware that I had no GIS 
experience. Paul made sure I got an opportunity to learn the basic GIS skills such as drawing 
polygons, changing styles and adding legends. Knowing the basics in GIS meant that I could add this 
skill to my CV and I am fairly sure it helped me get a contract in the ecology sector. I am now a dab 
hand at GIS and use the software regularly for my work.” 

http://www.cbdc.org.uk/rodis
http://biobank.rodis.co.uk/
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Website Improvements - From Grey to Green 

https://gmwildlife.org.uk/grey_to_green/ was created within the first month of the project to 
provide project information and to promote wildlife identification and recording.  

Some months of server activity are not available. However with what we have we can confirm that 
the grey to green page has been viewed at least 21,800 times since creation. 

 

 

 

 

  

https://gmwildlife.org.uk/grey_to_green/
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Website Improvements - Improved Look and Simplified Navigation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The image on the left shows the original gmwildlife.org.uk homepage. The images in the middle and 
on the right show the modified homepage as viewed via medium and small sized screens. The 
redesign removed clutter and improved access to the most popular pages. It also added some 
responsive design elements to improve access via mobile devices, about 38% of our traffic. This 
modernization work will continue post project. 

Website Improvements - Simple Record Entry Form 

The original simple record form was nothing more than a few text boxes and 
a submit button. Often the records received via this form were poorly 
structured and not of any use. The revised form added a species dictionary 
and Google style live search, GPS support, an interactive map and grid 
reference tool and validation for species, dates, grid references etc. We have 
received over 12,000 valid records via the simple form which makes it a real 
success story. 

Then 

Now 
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DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 

Available Data - Before and After From Grey to Green 

Greater Manchester Local Record Centre (GMLRC) was established in 2009. By August 2011, when 
GMEU submitted their 2nd stage application to the HLF for From Grey to Green, GMLRC held 
approximately 857,000 records. Around three quarters of these records were inherited from Bolton 
Museum’s former record centre. There were only a small number of active voluntary recorders that 
were submitting new records to GMLRC prior to From Grey to Green. By August 2015, largely 
because of From Grey to Green the total number of records held was nearly 1.9 million, an increase 
of 120%. 
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Diversity of Records - Before and After From Grey to Green 

In August 2011 it was anticipated that 50% of the records held were for birds, 30% were for higher 
plants, 7% were for butterflies and moths and 4% were for mammals. Post project, despite having 
120% more records in the sample, these proportions have remained almost constant. As of August 
2015 approximately 48% of the records held are for birds, 30% are for higher plants, 5% are for 
butterflies and moths, 4% are for mammals and 3% are for fungi. These measurements provide us 
with some confidence that for every 10 new bird recorders we have trained we must have also 
assisted 1 recorder to develop out into a new species group 

Birds and higher plants are clearly the most abundant and alluring species groups for trainee wildlife 
recorders to cut their teeth on. Experience tells us that once recorders have acquired a level of 
confidence with these groups that they may then branch out into other areas. 

Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies) are a good example of an accessible yet very under recorded 
species group. There are around 30 species of Odonata that occur across Greater Manchester, of 
which you are only really likely to see about 15. However without specific training most individuals 
could not name or identify a single species. In August 2011 we held approximately 2,937 Odonata 
records from 102 distinct recorders. As of August 2015 we hold over 5,000 Odonata records from 
205 distinct recorders. Without the workshops, training and encouragement From Grey to Green has 
provided this simply would not have been possible. 

Increasing Access to Biological Records 

GMLRC’s data holdings have more than doubled since the project began in 2012. These biological 
records provide valuable insight right now and for future generations. Not unsurprisingly, as the 
project has progressed and engaged with an increasing number of people, we have also received an 
increasing number of requests for data. 

It is also of note that the records already received, and that continue to flow into GMLRC as a result 
of From Grey to Green, are being used extensively by the ecologists at GMEU to inform the strategic 
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planning and development advice that GMEU provides to the 10 constituent authorities of Greater 
Manchester. This ‘internal’ data use is more difficult to quantify and as such is not accounted for in 
the above table. 

Biological records have been requested, and continue to be requested, for a variety of purposes. 
People regularly contact us to find out more about the distribution of a species that they have 
encountered incidentally. Some of the more interesting requests we receive are from local artists 
and wildlife photographers who want to know where they can find specific species they would like 
to capture upon canvas or film. We also receive requests regularly from journalists and universities 
that require records and distribution maps to inform and support their research, articles, papers and 
dissertations. Mark Champion’s story (see Appendix A) also describes how available data is already 
better informing Lancashire Wildlife Trust’s site management plans and conservation work.  

Here are a few of the projects that From Grey to Green has supported through the supply of records 
and maps 

 National Polecat Survey by the Vincent Wildlife Trust, 

 Greener Greenways by Sustrans, 

 Great Manchester Wetlands Nature Improvement Area (NIA) by  NIA partnership 

 Restoration of the Mersey Valley Grasslands by Friends of Chorlton Meadows, 

 National Water Vole Monitoring Programme by the People’s Trust for Endangered 
Species, 

 Review of Aquatic Rarities by the Aquatic Heteroptera Recording Scheme, 

 The Carbon Landscape by the Great Manchester Wetlands Partnership, 

 Willow Tits in the Mersey Valley by Red Rose Forest, 

 Biodiversity Offsetting Project by ALERC, 

 Preserving and Enhancing Wildlife Habitats by the Friends of Low Hall, 

 PondNET by the Freshwater Habitats Trust 

To date these data requests have largely been fulfilled by members of the From Grey to Green team, 
office based volunteers and other GMEU staff. Part of the From Grey to Green project has been the 
development of a public facing search tool to enable individuals and organisations to help 
themselves to the data they require. The search tool has been developed and is available here 
https://gmwildlife.org.uk/mapapp/. It currently contains over 50,000 records including all records 
held for butterflies, badgers and bats. We are currently working on preparing the bird dataset which 
accounts for nearly half of all the records we hold. Plants, accounting for a further 30% of our data 
holdings will follow. 

We have also pushed records to the National Biodiversity Network (NBN) on a bi-annual basis. As of 
August 2015 GMLRC has submitted over 150,000 publically accessible records to the NBN. As data 
continues to be received, validated and verified we will continue to populate both the search tool 
and NBN. To facilitate this, without generating an additional administration overhead, the search 
tool has been developed to accept NBN exchange files. 

Some of the challenges we have faced in making more of these records publically accessible include: 

 Agreeing a suitable precision for the publication of each species, 

 Verification of specialist species groups by authoritative experts i.e. beetles, true 
flies, worms, fungi etc. 

 The sheer volume of new records and data requests we have received, 

 Responding to several major RODiS incidents including the complete corruption of 
the database and the failure of the RODiS online verification portal, 

https://gmwildlife.org.uk/mapapp/
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 Migrating MapMate users into virtualised environments to overcome issues with 
Windows 7, 8 and 10 

 Ensuring we don’t duplicate data internally or upon the NBN 

 Aside from requests for biological records the From Grey to Green team has also 
responded to a number of requests for Site of Biological Importance (SBI) 
boundaries. Although outside of the scope of From Grey to Green it is worth noting 
that we released all of the boundaries, at full resolution, under the Open 
Government License (OGL v3) earlier this year. The dataset has been listed via 
data.gov.uk and the SBI boundaries also appear on our search tool. One new user of 
the dataset is the Open Data Infrastructure Map of Greater Manchester which has 
been delivered via New Economy (view details). 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Recorders’ Forum 

Through the project we have created a forum to enable Greater Manchester recorders to continue 
to work together beyond From Grey to Green, http://gmwildlife.org.uk/forum. Although this was 
requested by several individuals and groups at the recording conference the uptake has been poor. 
We believe this is because recorders are finding it easier to continue to communicate through the 
ever popular GMLRC Facebook and Twitter networks which we will continue to support / moderate 
post project. 

 

Website Usage 

One of the key communication platforms we have used throughout the project is the 
gmwildlife.org.uk website. We have used the website most extensively to list all events including the 
provision of online booking forms (news page), post articles which have been contributed by 
volunteers (species page) and provide downloadable resources and project information (grey to 
green page). 

http://neweconomymanchester.com/stories/2065-mapping_out_greater_manchesters_development_potential
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Below we provide a comparison of the webserver logs for August 2012 and July 2015 to reveal how 
website usage has changed during the project. Unfortunately we do not have available any baseline 
data prior to the project as web stats were only enabled by the Biodiversity Data Manager on the 9th 
July 2012. 

Visits and hits 

 

In general the number of unique visitors is up 158% and the number of visits is up 114%. 

 

In August 2012 just 256 visitors remained on our website for more than 15 minutes. By July 2015 
that number was 710 visitors. We suspect this increase is likely to be in connection with a greater 
number of visitors now submitting their records online via RODiS or the simple online form. 

The most viewed page by far in July 2015 was the species articles page. The articles on this page 
have largely been created by From Grey to Green volunteers and have been very well received and 
shared via social networks. By contrast, in August 2012, despite there being several articles available 
at this time, this page wasn’t even ranked within the top 10. 

The simple record submission form, which was overhauled in early 2014, is now the 6th most viewed 
page. By contrast in August 2012 it was ranked 23rd. The search tool (mapapp) is a brand new entry 
as part of the project and we expect this page to increase in popularity as more data becomes 
available. 
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Website Improvements - 
Interactive Search Tool 

 

The most substantial improvement to 
the website has been the development 
of the record search tool, 
https://gmwildlife.org.uk/mapapp/. 

 

People are able to filter records by 
species group, lone species, earliest 
and latest dates or via custom 
polygons and buffer zones. 

 

Records can be viewed interactively 
online or downloaded as a csv for 
offline use and analysis. 

 

The search tool has been built to 
accept NBN exchange files. As a result 
it has only added a minimal 
administrative burden to the GMLRC 
team post From Grey to Green. 
  

https://gmwildlife.org.uk/mapapp/
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‘Rather than just walk I now look around to see and appreciate the environment. This greatly 
enhances my time and given me a new rewarding hobby. I have undoubtedly learnt something 

new from From Grey to Green. Without a knowledgeable and enthusiastic leader you just 
wouldn’t gain an interest or appreciation of what things are about. From Grey to Green has 
given me a greater enjoyment of the outdoors and at all times of the year. This has been a 

fantastic project that I didn’t really appreciate until I tried it. Great staff, informative, 
knowledgeable and enthusiastic 

D FINAL EVALUATION 

A number of activities were completed at the end of the project to help with the final evaluation. 
These activities were intended to help draw out the ‘stories’ of people who had been involved with 
the project.  

Personal Stories 

To help with the evaluation of the project, a number of volunteers and participants have provided a 
story of their involvement in the From Grey to Green project. These are included in Appendix A. 

Survey Monkey 

As part of the final evaluation, a questionnaire was set up and sent out to partners and participants. 
This was a simple questionnaire with a small number of open questions.  A copy of the questionnaire 
can be found in Appendix B.  The responses have been divided into partners and participants 

Partners: 

There were 33 responses from partners.   

Supporting Community Groups 

When asked how From Grey to Green had had supported community groups 33% of partners said by 
providing additional activities which helped augment their existing programme of events, one 
quarter of the partners said biological recording and a further quarter said by raising awareness or 
opening eyes to nature.  Additionally, a quarter of the partners listed networking and education or 
training.  Other support quoted was arranging surveys, raising awareness of their group, providing 
information/advice and guidance, lending equipment, generally getting involved in their work and 
providing IT support. 

 “The project and the staff involved helped to raise awareness and knowledge of 
biodiversity among our local community members, young and old. The events were also 
excellent networking forums for different user groups, helping to form good working 
relationships for the future” 

 “The project assisted a number of community groups that I work with in my role at 
Manchester City Council, providing expert knowledge of wildlife, structured walks, talks 
and activities, learning opportunities and information and support to get involved in 
further wildlife related projects out side of Grey to Green” 
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The Usefulness of the Project 

Partners were asked how useful the From Grey to Green project had been to them and their work.  
All partners agreed that the project had been useful; with approximately half saying the project had 
been very useful.  Many partners (24%) stated that the project had helped with biological recording, 
providing education and training (15%), helping with species identification (15%), providing added 
value to their existing programme (15%), helping them engage with new audiences (15%), providing 
additional activities (10%), enjoyable activities (10%) and new aspects to their work (10%). 

 “It helped get more people involved in our project, particularly young people” 

 “It helped to bring a different aspect to our work and engage different audiences” 

 “It helped us to engage with the community and develop new areas of volunteering 

 “Extremely helpful. In my role as a Neighbourhood Engagement and Delivery Officer 
one of my main objectives is to provide a calendar of events and engage the local 
community with wildlife. The Grey to Green project added a number of additional 
events within the Mersey Valley area which were very well received. Enhancing the 
conservation and knowledge of wildlife is one of our key aims in this particular area so 
the project assisted greatly in meeting this aim. The recording element has also 
enhanced our records of species on site.” 

Suggestions for Improvements 

Partners were asked for suggestions for improvements.  It was inferred in all responses more of the 
same, whilst 10% suggested increasing the area of the project and including more sites.  Other 
suggestions were producing a better recording system, using more qualified people to dig deeper 
into specialist species groups, providing more feedback, more ID courses, publicity, including more 
aquatic habitats and providing better liaison/communication/coordination between with partners 
and their staff. 

 “We would welcome an extension of the scheme allowing for wildlife recording on a 
greater scale, covering more sites & in greater detail, & on a more stable, regular, 
ongoing basis.” 

 “More of the same please, bigger and in untapped sites/communities. The surveys, 
events and interpretation were very inclusive in terms of flora and fauna and the 
sections of the local communities engaged with, it would be great though, to see more 
aquatic habitats explored, especially brooks.” 

 “I would love for the project to be built on; it’s a shame its ending but I hope that the 
project has brought wildlife to many people who will use their new found knowledge. 
We need all the recorders we can get” 

Participants – 91 responses 

Has From Grey to Green Increased your interest in Wildlife? 

When asked whether they thought that From Grey to Green had increased their interest in wildlife 
only one individual said ‘no’ – this person went on to explain that they were already extremely 
interested in wildlife, organising themed walks in the community for others to explore their natural 
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environment, they had increased their identification skills and appreciated meeting like-minded 
people and being part of a network.  48% of respondents declared increased awareness of their 
natural environment and the wildlife that can be found, 28% suggested increased awareness of 
species, 14% better awareness of biological recording and 12% referred to their learning and 
increased knowledge.  18% of respondents also reported an increased interest in the natural 
environment. 

 ‘Increased my knowledge of places to visit, introduced me to friends to visit with, and 
broadened my appreciation of nature” 

 ‘It's good to see that in an urban area there is still a wide range of wildlife. 

 “I did not realise there was so much wildlife just on my doorstep” 

 “It has helped me be more aware of all the species we have not just the ones that are 
well known or more studied” 

 ‘It has really opened my eye to the different species that call our green (and not so 
green!) spaces home and I have learnt a lot about identifying and recording species in 
the area. I really enjoy meeting with the different experts that are on hand and learning 
from them. 

Learning Something New 

In terms of learning anything new as a result of From Grey to Green, 40% stated that they had learnt 
new identification skills, 29% recalled learning about their natural environment, 22% - more about 
specific species, 16% - the importance of submitting records.  16% of the respondents stated that 
they had become more interested and enthusiastic about their natural environment as a result, 10% 
said that they had met new friends and people with similar interests and 5% had improved 
communication skills as a result of working with From Grey to Green. 

 “I had very limited knowledge of wildflowers, fungi, trees and birds before joining this 
group and I learn something new on every walk so that I enjoy time in the countryside 
more now” 

 ‘I found out about recording species, improved on bird song plus lots more too and 
discovered new places” 

 “I learned a great deal of species identification tips, but also how to communicate with 
others (including the public) regarding wildlife” 

 “It has taken me to areas I didn't know existed, and I've seen some fantastic wildlife I 
wouldn't ordinarily have seen too.” 

 “We have learned about the different habitats and animals, and met some amazing 
creatures, like the Great Diving Beetle!” 

The Difference it has Made 

When asked “What difference do you think taking part in the From Grey to Green project has made 
to you?” half of all respondents declared an increased awareness in wildlife and the natural 
environment.  One quarter listed increased knowledge, 19% - networking and becoming part of a 
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community, 17% - improved identification skills, 13% - friends and people with similar interests, 8% 
reported an increased interest in the natural environment, 10% - increased confidence and 
communication skills and 8% - more time outdoors exploring nature.  Nine people (10%) also talked 
about employment skills, one about a potential career change and one mentioned that they had 
managed to get a job as a result of working with From Grey to Green. 

 ‘It has made me feel part of the wider Manchester recording scene, it has encouraged 
me to put together a wildflower course and practise what I learnt on my Biological 
Recording Masters - go out and record!” 

 It has encouraged me to get involved in my local community and our environment with 
the “aim of educating and improving it.” 

 “It’s made me aware of the importance of recording local wildlife which gives a bigger 
picture of how wildlife fairs in cities like Manchester” 

 “It's made me realise that ALL AROUND ME are other people just like me and together 
we are learning how to work together” 

Possible Improvements to the Project? 

When people were asked how the project could be improved or whether they had experienced any 
difficulties in taking part, the responses fell into the following categories: 

No improvements - More of the same 58% 

RODiS could be improved 13% 

Better advertising 8% 

Access difficulties 8% 

Lack of/more time to get involved 7% 

Larger area/wider audiences 7% 

IT issues 5% 

Better recording forms 5% 

Continued support 3% 

More conferences/meetings 1% 

Insect pictures could be used to inform children when  making bug hotels 1% 

More gardening for wildlife sessions 1% 

Start AND finish times to be advertised 1% 

 “I did not experience any difficulties in taking part. For example, when I was 
volunteering whilst unemployed the lead picked me up in his car and took me home 
again” 

 “I found the fuller recording online forms far too complex to use, and this discouraged 
me from attempting to use them, especially if I was already unsure of my species 
identification to start with” 

 “Market the events more and offer more events, I'm sure lots of other people would 
love to get involved but maybe are not aware of these events” 
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Suggestions for Future Support 

Participants were asked “Have you any suggestions on how the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit 
might support you (or your group) in the future?” 

 

More of the same 38% 

Continued support 26% 

New partners 14% 

Structured events 12% 

Survey workshops 8% 

News, information and events 5% 

More talks 5% 

Better recording system 5% 

Equipment 4% 

Greater Involvement 4% 

Increase awareness of importance of recording and role of LRC's 3% 

Home education/schools 3% 

More indoor theory session 1% 

Eco health, health walks 1% 

Continue asking for volunteers 1% 

ID resources 1% 

Wildlife Friendly Gardening Advice 1% 

 “Continued communication with the ecology unit on events and developments would 
be useful and being able to access equipment for surveying e.g. bat detectors. 
Structured events like those in FGTG in the future would help future recorders to feel 
confident about identifying wildlife and surveying. Workshops on survey techniques 
would be useful too.” 

 “Ensure that the nature of the project is carried on and promoted through similar 
projects and local groups into the future. Especially the awareness of local record 
centres - I've found that though many people record wildlife, there are a few who are 
unaware of record centres” 

 “More of the same please - having a central body organising these events has 
encouraged many of us to come together, and it would be a shame for that to drift 
away - when I am confident it would continue to grow and improve impacts - I also 
really like the idea of developing a better recording system to encourage more people 
to submit records. Perhaps in conjunction with other records centres and/or societies 
like the RSPB, Lancs Wildlife trust etc?” 

 “Team up with other citizen science projects - there are so many around the North West 
now, doing what you have done. But you have such great resources (ID guides, bird 
song recordings etc) to your name that you can share with other groups.” 
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Participants Comments 

When participants were asked to add any further comments, 55 people chose to add further 
comment.  85% of those commenting passed on compliments about the project, 7% offered further 
ideas for improvements, 4% provided a neutral comment and 2% gave negative feedback – both on 
topics related to GMEU and that were not part of From Grey to Green. 

 “Personally I feel that the project has done a fantastic job of raising awareness and 
educating people about biological recording and species ID. It's also been highly 
valuable in helping me gain work in this area. I look forward to future events/projects 
with GM LRC” 

 “This has been an excellent project, the team are so expert and informative, they have 
made learning a pleasure.” 

 “‘I feel that getting people interested in wildlife and wildlife recording is vital so that 
patterns of change can be seen and conservation efforts directed accordingly. Projects 
such as Grey to Green are great for making people feel that wildlife recording and being 
out in wild spaces are something that everyone can do, and will hopefully make people 
value their environment more” 

 “Absolutely fantastic project. I enjoyed all of the courses I attended and met some very 
interesting people. I recently changed career and wanted to increase my knowledge of a 
variety of subjects. I learned more than I thought I ever would” 

 “‘Appreciated the opportunity to get to know a lot more about what is RIGHT ON MY 
DOORSTEP :)” 

 “I think it is very important and beneficial to provide more nature-related events and 
activities to people in the inner cities.” 

Evaluation Events 

From Grey to Green asked Red Rose Forest to complete an independent evaluation for the project. 
Three evaluation events were held with a variety of volunteers and participants from a range of 
backgrounds and each with different experience from the project.  Red Rose Forest gathered 
qualitative data from three groups of people involved in the project, the first were people new to 
wildlife identification and recording, the second was people previously interested in nature and the 
outdoors and the third were people who were knowledgeable in wildlife.   

In summary, these groups all reflected a desire to learn about nature and wildlife, all enjoyed 
participation in the project, experienced greater awareness and professed better knowledge as a 
result of From Grey to Green.  People’s perceptions of their local natural environment were 
heightened and many were left enthusiastic for wildlife exploration, identification and recording.  
The project was very successful in helping to bring people together with a common interest to 
access expertise and share skills and resources, groups felt better connected.  The project was 
successful in supporting groups and partner organisations sharing common aims of trying to get 
more people visiting, or involved in looking after sites, adding value to the work of partner 
organisations.  People expressed concern about the use of RODiS, the need for greater publicity, the 
geographical and time limitations of the project. 
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The most common high-points and low-points of the project, reported at the evaluation events.  

 What worked well - Bioblitzes, the Manchester Museum Partnership, learning 
experience and networking & sharing resources. 

 What didn’t work so well - Communications and publicity around events and RODiS. 

The output of the evaluation events has been reported separately by Red Rose Forest. This report is 
can be read separately. 

Celebration Event 

As a follow up to the successful Wildlife Recording conference and in part to help with the 
evaluation, From Grey to Green organized a Celebration Event. This event gave From Grey to Green 
the opportunity to tell recorders and other interested parties what had been achieved as a result of 
the project, obtain feedback on the project, and to look forward to the future. Keynote 
presentations were made by Derek Richardson (GMEU) and Tim Melling (RSPB) who looked at the 
role of volunteers in biological recording and where this fits locally, regionally, nationally and 
internationally. A number of workshops were completed as part of the event to gather input and 
feedback on a number of topics: 

 
 Sharing experiences of FGTG (Project evaluation)  
 The Future of the GM Recording Network 
 Recording Naturally – The way forward when recording using IT 
 Future Project - The Carbon Landscape 

 
The Sharing experiences workshops 
were run on the same basis as the 
Evaluation Events run by Red Rose 
Forest and have been separately 
reported as part of the independent 
evaluation completed by Red Rose 
Forest.   

The detailed output from the future 
of the Greater Manchester 

recording network is reported in Appendix C.  In summary, the workshops identified the needs of 
people and organisations within the network and also what people and organisations could offer.  It 
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was clear that there are many opportunities within the network for groups and individuals to fulfil 
each other’s needs and also to provide other opportunities.  In discussion a number of ideas were 
put forward for facilitating the network and some of the issues were also discussed.  Specifically, the 
workshops considered how the network could communicate.  From the workshops it appears that 
there is a clear need to facilitate the network and to allow the interested individuals and 
organisations to take advantages of opportunities.  The following ideas were put forward by the 
workshops as ways of facilitating the network: 

  A database/directory of contacts.  This would need to be something that people 
signed up to, the data would need to be secured and the database would need to be 
usable securely. 

 An open group on Facebook where people/organisations could advertise 
events/activities/news/ interesting facts etc. 

 A distribution list for people interested in nature/wildlife/conservation.  Made up of 
individuals email addresses – people who have chosen to be on the distribution list.  
To which anyone can send an email advertising an event or activity. 

 An online forum where people could raise general queries for answer within the 
network. 

 Communication to include Partners and Agencies as well as community groups. 

The Recording Naturally workshop is reported fully in Appendix D.  The recorders involved in the 
workshop provided feedback about the elements of MapMate and RODiS which they liked and 
which worked well and the aspects that they did not like or which didn’t work well.  The group then 
went on to suggest improvements to the existing software and provided some ideas as to how 
future recording software could provide added value. 

GMLRC is a partner in the Great Manchester Wetlands NIA and took the opportunity at the 
Celebration Event to promote The Carbon Landscape (an emerging Landscape Partnership Project).  
GMLRC is aiming to run the citizen science element of the Carbon Landscape so the Celebration 
Event was an ideal opportunity to obtain our recorder’s views on the scheme.  The workshop 
concluded that structured biological surveys would be chosen as a means of informing and 
monitoring habitat management within the Project area.  The taxa originally selected to survey were 
bitterns, willow tits, wintering farmland birds, breeding birds and water voles.  Following feedback 
from consultations with volunteer biological recorders, it was felt that the initial suite of taxa was 
not broad enough to appeal to a wide range of volunteer, would not provide enough insight into the 
effects of habitat management efforts over time and did not sufficiently represent a broad enough 
range of taxa found within the Carbon Landscape.  To balance a perceived bias towards bird 
recording, two additional taxa have been added to the monitoring. These two additions are vascular 
plants and dragonfly.   
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“I have become more active in 
recording wildlife, started using RODIS 

and spend more time bird watching 
has increased my ID skills and 

knowledge. It has also increased my 
exposure to other volunteers and 

allowed greater networking 
opportunities.” 

4. REVIEW 

A WHAT WORKED WELL AND WHY 

PARTNERSHIP WORKING  

One of the key reasons the project worked so successfully was the support provided by our project 
partners. Without these organisations and individuals the project would not have achieved 
anywhere near its success levels. Some key examples are listed below. 

There were mutual benefits for the Salford Rangers, one of our key partners, and us. Their 
enthusiastic staff were keen to make available to us the sites they manage and the facilities such as 
visitor centres. They provided an existing group of volunteers who were already involved in practical 
habitat management work on the Local Nature Reserves, for example creating new ponds for 
amphibians and other aquatic species at Blackleach Country Park. Before the project the volunteers 
were not actively involved in recording. However, monitoring the colonisation of the new ponds by 
species such as Great Crested Newts and Common Frog not only provided valuable data to support 
the continuing selection of the site as a Site of Biological Importance but also created a sense of 
fulfilment that the hard physical work had positive and long-lasting benefits for local biodiversity.  

The Wildlife Trust for Lancashire, North Manchester 
and Merseyside gave us access to the sites they 
manage on behalf of Wigan Culture and Leisure 
Trust, provided a pool of keen volunteers with an 
interest in wildlife and publicised many of our 
workshops and other events to their volunteer 
network.  

 

The Greater Manchester Bird Recording Group benefited from the project through the supply of 
MapMate recording software, training and technical support. This was made available on a free of 
charge basis to group members who wished to submit their records to the GMBRG who in turn made 
the data available to GMEU/GMLRC.  

The South Lancashire Bat Group (SLBG) was extremely supportive of From Grey to Green, leading a 
large number of bat walks at bioblitzes, they also put on a number of bat monitoring workshops for 
people more interested in bat surveying.  As a result of their involvement in the project, From Grey 
to Green has been able to increase the awareness of the bat group to individuals, communities and 
community groups.  Community groups are now requesting bat walks and bat advice directly from 
the bat group.  The bat group has also increased its membership and a number of volunteers 
recruited initially by From Grey to Green are now carrying out bat surveys for the National Bat 
Monitoring Programme and are actively engaged in supporting the work of the SLBG.  

The Lancashire Mammal Group was also very supportive of From Grey to Green, running the 
mammal trapping sessions at the bioblitzes and also helping out with other mammal trapping events 
and activities.  Members of the mammal group have found that they have other naturalist interests 
and have started surveying for other species as well as mammals.  The profile of the Lancashire 
Mammal Group has been raised and as a result their membership has increased.  In addition 
community groups are now requesting their help and advice directly.  
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“As a member of the Lancashire 
Mammal Group it has been a 

pleasure, and a great learning curve, 
to work with the team. Sharing my 
skills with the public reference the 

setting out of mammal traps has had 
the biggest education impact on 
myself, especially as most of the 

people had actually come along for a 
bat night” 

From Grey to Green organised a number of events and activities with NEPHRA, increasing the 
opportunities for people to join in at the centre.  In particular this partnership worked well with the 
older members – generally retired who joined in a series of ‘Afternoon Tea’ sessions focused on 
getting out, getting active and creating habitats for wildlife.  Also the groups for families with young 
children appreciated the Biodiversity Community Engagement Officer joining in and adding an 
outdoor/nature focused dimension to their existing activities but also arranging special activities 
during school holidays to introduce the children to nature at Moston Brook or on the NEPHRA 
allotment.  Working with NEPHRA, From Grey to Green was introduced to people and to other local 
groups (such as Cartmel Crescent Allotments) and was better able to engage with people in the 
community around Moston. 

From Grey to Green and the Moston Brook Project arranged a number of activities together 
including community fun days, mini-bioblitzes and dedicated workshops looking at particular species 
such as bats, flowers and fungi.  Coordinating efforts allowed the partnership to share resources, 
spread the organisational load, reduce the budget demand and to use each other’s communications 
and distribution network, raising awareness all round and increasing the number of people 
attending. 

Manchester City Council provided us with premises and sites at which we ran many events, 
especially at Boggart Hole Clough and Chorlton Water Park.  A number of events were shared events 
between the organisations, particularly at Chorlton Water Park where MCC and the RSPB have 
recently taken joint responsibility for the Mersey Valley.  From Grey to Green has been able to 
promote wildlife projects for MCC, such as the Grow Wild project – the Tale of 2 Cities. 

DIVERSITY OF SITES/LOCATIONS 

Workshops and bioblitzes were in general well attended and by a mixture of people from the local 
community group and people from outside the area. Many of the sites were unknown or had never 
been visited before by the volunteers who came from further afield.  

TAXONOMIC DIVERSITY  

The choice of taxonomic groups appealed to most people and partly explains the popularity of the 
workshops. The enthusiasm, knowledge and approachability of the trainers were also key factors in 
engaging the volunteers.  

We were pleasantly surprised that in addition to the more popular species such as birds, butterflies 
and wild flowers, more obscure and perhaps at first appearance “difficult to get to grips with” 
groups such as lichens were clearly of great interest. The average attendance at the four lichen 
workshops was 12 people and from a pure recording perspective it is important that a new 
generation of recorders will be able to take over from the ageing specialists in our area who will 
inevitably retire in the next decade.  

THE BIOBLITZES 

The bioblitzes were extremely successful in 
encouraging recorders to get together. Ostensibly this 
was for surveying and there was the opportunity to 
complete some training and to learn from others. The 
volunteers that came along found that they were 
inspired by meeting with others with similar interests 
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Tim Cosford, recorder from 
Bolton: “I think it's a lovely 

gesture of yours and the 
team to organise the social, 

it's a lovely way to keep 
connected with people and 
meet new people as well” 

“It has made me more 
aware about the fact that 
we need to conserve and 
preserve our wildlife and 
the habitats they live in, 

and how recording species 
is a huge part of that.” 

and the events also became networking/social sessions. As a result the bioblitzes received a good 
turnout of recorders and managed to record large numbers of different species. 

NETWORKING RECORDERS AND NATURALISTS  

As well as the bioblitzes, all events and activities were well received by the recording community and 
most of which became further opportunities for networking. Additionally recorders started using the 
community events as a reason to get out, get together, to learn some more and to spend time 
networking – this is how the mini-bioblitzes started and where the term comes from. 

Furthermore, as the project team was liaising with other partners, organisations, groups and 
individuals, various people would ask “Do you know somebody who can help us with ……?” or they 
would discuss their plans for something. As a result, From Grey to Green was able to signpost 
members of the network to many others in the network, creating partnerships and opportunities for 
people to work together. 

The social network setup (based largely around Facebook and an 
email distribution list) has proved useful tools for disseminating 
progress on the project but also news and information from 
others.   

The end result is a highly active social and networking group that 
is highly diverse, open to all, and welcoming of new faces.  The 
success of this can be found in the two Christmas and one 
summer social events run.  

RAISING AWARENESS  

Just talking to people serves to raise awareness – whether of 
greenspaces, wildlife, the importance of recording, the need for 
records, the health and wellbeing advantages, the enjoyment, 
or the challenge.  All project members, volunteers, partners etc. 
have found that their interest in the project, its aims and 
achievements has been relatively infectious and that many 
others from outside the project (friends, family, colleagues, 
community) have been influenced. 

The project team have been involved in many meetings and events beyond those scheduled in the 
activity plan, whether leading new groups, providing a talk or presentation, by consulting with 
potential partners and organisations, or whether by attending other events and activities with a 
“stall”. 

The project has thus managed to engage with a large number of people from across Greater 
Manchester both intended and unintended new audiences for the project.  This has enabled more 
people to become aware of their local greenspaces and of the wildlife that can be found there. 
There is more awareness of wildlife, of the needs of different species and of conservation of habitats 
etc. 
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NUMBER OF RECORDERS AND RECORDS 

The huge success of the bioblitzes, workshops, the community events, the networking and the 
resulting increase in awareness has had a massive impact, increasing the numbers of people taking 
part in the project, seeking advice, joining partners/groups and sending in records to the GMLRC. 

RESOURCES 

The project has produced a number of resources and has also purchased equipment, all of which 
were used to help encourage people to get involved in greenspaces and exploring nature, in 
surveying, identification and recording. This equipment is still in good working order and is available 
for use by individuals, groups and organisations once the project has closed. 

The videos produced by volunteers are of varying quality but all show different aspects of the From 
Grey to Green project. These have served to help people learn about new technologies, learn new 
skills, meet others and to do something creative, as well as providing opportunities for groups to 
recruit members and make promotional videos for their group. These videos will remain online and 
will provide a lasting resource into the future. 

The species and site articles, in particular the Bird Identification by Sound resource, has proven 
extremely popular – not just with the partially sighted, but with all people.  Again, this is available 
online and will be a useful tool in the future. 

PARTICIPATION 

The response to the project has been phenomenal, the number of people joining in and coming back 
to further events and activities has been brilliant.  It has been enjoyed by all.  The enthusiasm with 
which people joined in, helped out and then conveyed the messages of the project further has been 
incredible.  Recorders and enthusiasts have been extremely willing to get involved and keen to 
develop their own skills and abilities. 

MARKETING/PUBLICITY 

Getting the word out initially was difficult, however, after a while the project team had started to set 
up a network of contacts, a distribution list and the social networks.  As a result, the marketing and 
publicity for recorders and enthusiasts worked very well and courses and workshops were fully 
subscribed. 

Similarly, advertising the community events through the schools worked very well, using electronic 
communications where possible, local contacts where available to liaise with the school and by 
distributing flyers via the schools. As a result there were very few events with a poor turnout. 

RECOGNITION  

Giving recognition to Recorders, letting them know that their records are important and making 
them feel like their contribution has value was an important part of the project. It is important to us 
all to feel valued and to be recognised. Recorders now feel part of a community and are sending in 
larger volumes of records and getting involved in other more complex surveys. 
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OVERCOMING THE DATA MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES 

Although the data management issues did present interesting challenges for the team to respond to 
it is important to note that none of them ever stopped the project. We have always had work-
arounds and alternatives available to fall back upon and never really felt any drop in momentum, 
even when RODiS was offline for 2 months.  The GMLRC were extremely impressed by the response 
of the volunteers and regular recorders who were very supportive and understanding of the 
problems and showed their commitment to the project by finding alternative methods of submitting 
records and quickly catching up with their record backlog.  Fortunately the issues have not impacted 
on the number of records submitted over time. 

We have been very pleasantly overwhelmed by what the volunteers have achieved to make this 
project the success it has been.  The momentum the project has created will ensure up to date 
information is available long into the future as its champions carry on and share their enthusiasm 
and training with other recorders and new recruits. 

B  WHAT DIDN’T WORK WELL AND WHY 

 
Over time the project evolved from our original concept and changes were necessary.  On the whole 
the majority of the changes we applied were positive but a minority of proposed activity just did not 
work. 

ADULT DAY CENTRES  
The original plan with the care centres was to run a small number of activities at the centres, 
concentrating on birds, flowers and butterflies. However, it soon became clear that a significant 
majority of the customers at the centres did not have the memory or attention span to fully engage 
with such activities. As a result the project started working more with individual staff and customers 
who were then supported by centre management to complete a range of simpler activities on a 
more regular basis. This approach had the added benefit that in one centre we were able to recruit 
volunteers to work with staff and management to complete a number of activities with the 
customers. 

OTHER GROUPS 
Angling, walking and allotment groups tended to have a focus that was generally too remote from 
making notes and entering records in to a computer. Whilst a large number of people were 
enthused about nature and wildlife and were pleased to learn more from From Grey to Green, only a 
small number of people became actively involved in recording. 

WEATHER 
Some workshops were adversely affected by the weather and resulted in species such as dragonflies 
and butterflies not being present on days when we wanted to train volunteers in the identification 
of these species. We made the best of the situation by focusing on species that were present on the 
day. The lack of indoor facilities at some sites did create a challenge on days of poor weather, but 
most people maintained good spirits and still got something positive from these events.  

The weather impacted upon attendance on occasions and we were particularly unlucky with the 
bioblitzes. The weather only deterred a small minority of the recorders, however it did have a 
significant impact upon the general public attending and joining in. 
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BAD TIMING 
On occasions there were clashes between those of From Grey to Green and other events, in 
particular major events in the sporting calendar. Unfortunately, these are often difficult to manage. 
“Nobody could have foreseen that England were going to do so well in the European 
Championships!” – as a result they were in the quarter finals on a night when there had been a bat 
walk organised and attendance suffered as a result. 

DATA MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES 

There have been several key challenges that the Biodiversity Data Manager has had to respond to 
and work-around during the project. In this section we look at a few of the more notable challenges. 

Limitations of Available Recording Software 

GMLRC was using, and promoting the use of, RODiS and MapMate prior to From Grey to Green. This 
approach mirrors that employed by neighbouring Local Record Centres including Merseyside 
BioBank, Cheshire rECOrd and Cumbria Biodiversity Data Centre (CBDC). RODiS and MapMate were, 
and still are, recognised as best-of-breed within the wider recording community.  

Briefly, RODiS is an Adobe Flash based, online data entry system for biological records. Whilst it is 
relatively easy for beginners to learn it lacks any reporting functionality. MapMate is a Microsoft 
Access 1997 database application which comes with more features, but at the cost of more 
complexity for end users. Unfortunately neither application is supported on mobile devices, 
including tablets. 

During the first months of the project a review of the available recording applications was 
undertaken by the From Grey to Green team, led by the Biodiversity Data Manager. MapMate and 
RODiS were reviewed alongside Indicia (a Drupal based open source framework for developing 
record entry and reporting portals) and Recorder6 (an MS SQL Server based application for record 
management). The aim was to determine if MapMate and RODiS were still the most suitable record 
entry and reporting applications for the project to support going forward given the anticipated 
increase in recorders and records the project would yield. 

The evaluation concluded that RODiS and MapMate, whilst they had marked limitations, were still 
the preferred options. The users that had been shown Recorder6 fed back that it was far too 
complex and developing an Indicia portal in Drupal was cost prohibitive and could not have been 
completed within a timeframe useful to the project. 

We decided that through training and improved documentation the current use of RODiS and 
MapMate could be extended to support the project and resulting increased recorder activity. We 
also planned to enable and make better use of some of their lesser used features. 

The RODiS Black Hole 

Between September 2012 and March 2014 we invested a considerable 
amount of time into enabling online record verification via RODiS. This 
included the development of test plans and test use cases, undertaking 
numerous rounds of testing and error reporting and creating an 
associated user guide and lesson plan. Online verification would have 
enabled nominated experts to login and accept or reject records of rare 
or difficult to identify species. We got as far as piloting online verification 
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with two species groups, bats and amphibians, but were forced to disable the service entirely in 
March 2014.  

Unfortunately, although we were constantly reassured by the vendor that RODiS was capable, we 
were never able to get verification working reliably. What we didn’t realise until March 2014 though 
was that our attempts to setup verification had actually had far further reaching consequences, 
through no fault of our own. 

In March 2014 we discovered that up to 5% of all records received through RODiS, for species not 
requiring verification, had been omitted from the RODiS export files we had used to update our 
master database, Recorder6. Records were in effect disappearing into a ‘black hole’ because of a 
fault in the design of RODiS and its link with the NBN species inventory. It was only possible to 
expose the withheld records by looking for slight inconsistences between two views of the same file 
from within the RODiS admin area. 

Briefly the remedial action involved the reprocessing of nearly all record files received through 
RODiS since the verification pilot had launched 18 months earlier. It took almost 8 solid weeks to 
clear the black hole. The root cause of this problem was never established. The verification system in 
RODiS has remained offline ever since. 

The RODiS Corruption 

On the 10th of August 2014, shortly after the black hole had been cleared, the RODiS vendor 
informed us that our instance of RODiS had become irreparably corrupted overnight. Despite 
reassurances given to us on the 8th of August 2012 that they operated a robust 24 hourly backup 
policy there were no recent backups available to facilitate immediate recovery. RODiS subsequently 
remained offline until the 8th October 2014. 

Remedial action involved restoring the latest available backup of the database taken in March 2014. 
We then had to rebuild the database using web server logs and by backporting records that had 
already been exported and processed. Once rebuilt the entire application then had to be tested end 
to end to iron out several application and configuration issues that had been introduced. 

We also had to dedicate time to writing to all registered users on 3 occasions to keep them informed 
and reassured that their data could be fully recovered given time. This was the single biggest 
incident the project team had to respond to as it undermined one of the principle purposes of 
submitting records to a record centre - safeguarding. After RODiS had been restored there were a 
further few weeks’ worth of tidying up to do, including reviewing the vendor’s backup and recovery 
procedures and putting new safeguards in place.  

MapMate and Windows Compatibility 

MapMate does not work reliably under Windows 7, 8x or Windows 10, even with compatibility 
mode enabled. To support our MapMate users we have had to setup, and then train several key 
MapMate users in operating, virtual Windows XP environments in order for them to continue to use 
MapMate for record submission. 

This isn’t as trivial as it might appear. In order to restore full functionality we had to figure out a way 
to whitelist mapmate.co.uk in the firewall and use network bridging to safely overcome the daemon 
(background) network security protocols of the host OS. 
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This continues to be a risk going forward as there is no viable alternative and no MapMate upgrade 
in the pipeline. We currently support 58 users that have between them submitted over 840,000 
records. Only a handful of users have been migrated into virtual environments as part of the project. 
We envisage that many more Windows 7 users will have trouble when they accept Microsoft’s free 
Windows 10 upgrade. 

Inconsistent Species Designation Information 

One of the key challenges in making biological records publically available, whilst protecting 
potentially vulnerable species, is deciding which species should be published with dumbed down 
grid references.  A useful starting point for identifying species of concern is by using designations i.e. 
Section 41 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006 or Biodiversity 
Action Plan (BAP) 2007 species etc. The Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) is the authority 
on species designations.  

We were hoping to use NBN web services or the Recorder6 species inventory to automate a lot of 
this work. However during testing we found that many of the species designations have been 
applied inconsistently across these resources. For example Lesser Redpoll (Acanthis cabaret), 
according to the JNCC, is designated as a S41, BAP and Red List species. However on the NBN 
Gateway the same species is reported as undesignated. 

The lack of an accessible and automatic way to apply restrictions on precision has made it difficult to 
publish data. We are currently relying upon the ecologists and local volunteer experts to help us 
agree restrictions on a bespoke species dictionary. This is proving to be time consuming. We are 
working to publish all bird data, accounting for 45% of our data holdings and higher plants 
accounting for 30% of our data holdings in early 2016. This work will be ongoing post project. 

Ease of use 

Although RODiS and MapMate are considered to be the most user-friendly recording applications, 
especially in comparison to Recorder6, volunteers have consistently reported difficulty getting to 
grips with them and many skilled recorders gave up trying. Many now use the simple form on the 
website. 

Forty percent of the people that setup RODiS user accounts during the project (229 individuals) 
never managed to submit a single record.  We were quick to identify and remove “bot” and suspect 
user accounts so we are confident that almost all of these 229 unused RODiS accounts represent 
genuine lost opportunities.  We made unsuccessful attempts to contact and offer support to these 
users throughout the project. This number would have been much higher if we had not proactively 
offered training, encouragement and support. 

Unfortunately the same can be said for recorders that attended the MapMate training events. 
Sixteen of the recorders we trained in MapMate never subsequently submitted a record despite 
being contacted and offered encouragement and support.  

For the reasons outlined above some of our originally targeted groups did not develop into regular 
recorders (e.g. Friends of Blackley Forest and Friends of Highfield Country Park). The main obstacles 
to this being either the lack of access to computers or an imbalance between their computer skills 
and the skills necessary to use MapMate or RODiS. 

Asking people to commit their time in a voluntary capacity to input records proved to be a difficult 
task for some. People prioritised their time where they would get the greatest benefit – generally 
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attending and enjoying events and activities, learning something new and taking that away with 
them. Whilst many tried submitting records, where it was found to be a great demand on their time, 
it becomes a chore. This just highlighted the issues with the available recording applications and 
many people started recording for pleasure but have not found the time to be able to submit their 
records. 

C HOW MUCH OF THE ‘DIFFERENCE’ WOULD HAVE HAPPENED ANYWAY 
WITHOUT THE PROJECT 

Without From Grey to Green there would have been very little difference in the status quo for 
GMLRC.  While the record centre would have continued to push for more recording, the limited staff 
recourse available would have meant limited training opportunities, extremely limited awareness 
raising, no resource develop and limited IT improvements. 

There are other organisations and projects in and around Greater Manchester which were trying to 
achieve the similar objectives to From Grey to Green such as: 

 Increasing the awareness, access and usage of green spaces 

 Increasing the awareness of the importance of gardens and greenspaces for wildlife 

 Reignite the enthusiasm of existing recorders 

 Encouraging nature enthusiasts to get involved in recording and surveying 

 Enlisting new recorders 

 Increasing the skill base of recorders and enthusiasts 

 Making recorders feel appreciated 

 Creating tools and resources to help recorders and enthusiasts in the future 

 Increasing the numbers of records submitted to GMLRC 

It can be assumed that there would have been some impact in these fields across Greater 
Manchester over the same period as a result of the work of other organisations and projects.  
However, From Grey to Green has gone beyond community focused people engagement to achieve 
these goals and has facilitated networking between many of these organisations and projects and 
between communities, groups and enthusiasts.  As a result, From Grey to Green has had an 
extremely significant beneficial impact in these areas making this project a particular success whilst 
also improving the impacts of other projects. 

However, in all the other areas where From Grey to Green has had a positive impact, none of the 
difference would have happened without the project. 

Whilst there is a long tradition of voluntary recording in Greater Manchester and a number of well-
established recording groups, the project has engaged and developed many new recorders through 
the bioblitzes, species ID workshops and other activities.  Without the project it is doubtful that most 
of these people would have become active recorders.  Prior to From Grey to Green the number of 
recorders was in decline, and the number of records being submitted to GMLRC was also in decline.  
Similarly, the number of people who knew about biological recording and the roles of the LRC’s and 
the NBN were extremely limited.  From Grey to Green has wholly achieved the following, none of 
which would have happened and all of which would only have become worse without it: 

 Creating a network of recorders 

 Raising the profile of the GMEU and GMLRC, their roles and responsibilities 

 Identifying issues with the existing recording system and taking steps to rectify them 

 Increased the accessibility of records 

 Increased the flow of data to the NBN, County Recorders and others 
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“Better advertising. I 
didn't learn about the 

project until 1 year in so 
there could be better 

marketing.” 

5. SUMMARY OF LESSONS LEARNED 

PEOPLE LOVE WILDLIFE BASED ACTIVITIES 

There is a huge appetite for wildlife based recording events and activities.  The majority of feedback 
from participants and partners was more of the same across a wider area.   

MORE PREPARATION TIME 

More time spent planning before the start of the project would have had benefits.  However due the 
Heritage Lottery deadlines, delays in staff recruitment and seasonal limitations of nature (see above) 
this was not possible. 

Improved publicity, especially in the early days, would probably have boosted attendance at some of 
the earlier events. A few of the volunteers had not heard about the project until after the first year 
had been completed and some only became aware of our activities towards the end.  

Whilst a number of community groups had registered their 
interest in getting involved in the project – this interest was 
insufficient to provide the number of participants required to 
make an activity worthwhile. Advertising at the commencement 
of the project took a couple of months to build momentum whilst 
these contacts were made, as people got to know about the 
project and as groups and individuals expressed their interest. 
Planning the project for a couple of months prior to 
implementation would have secured contacts, started building the network and allowed the project 
to commence with an existing captive audience. Equally, the start date was postponed for reasons 
beyond the control of the project team and the project started in spring and summer – the busiest 
time of the year ecologically. Starting the project in October would suit the ecological year if that 
could fit in with the HLF and recruitment timetables. 

RECORDING TECHNOLOGY IS LACKING 

In the short to medium term there is a need to replace the existing, and end of life, recording 
applications RODiS and MapMate with something more intuitive and cross device friendly. Removing 
barriers to record entry and reporting will encourage more people to engage with their local natural 
heritage and share their observations. 

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND PARTNERSHIP WORKING 

Running events and activities across the four boroughs we quickly learnt the importance and value 
of local contacts/networks and facilitators. It can be very difficult to set up and run an activity in a 
new location, so using local knowledge to help direct the event, to help promote it and to encourage 
people to come along made the task significantly easier and more successful. Using a local 
community group also has the added benefit of providing a better guarantee that there will be an 
audience.   

Using other people’s activities, “piggy backing” upon their planned events also gave a number of 
advantages. The host organisation was able to broaden the scope of their events and activities. Both 
organisations divided organisational responsibilities making the planning and management of the 
event much easier for both parties. Partnering also significantly increased the number of people to 
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which the activity could be advertised (combining both organisations contacts and distribution lists). 
Ultimately, these partnerships improved the attendance and quality of the resulting events. This was 
particularly true of the BioBlitz events, where the highest turnout from the community was a joint 
event with Manchester City Council and Red Rose Forest, part of the Manchester Festival of Wildlife 
at Heaton Park. 

SOCIAL MEDIA & WEBSITE  

The use of social media such as Facebook and Twitter, as well as a website are now vital ways of 
publicizing and promoting a project.   However these need new content on a reasonably frequent 
basis to keep people looking at them and to keep their interest. This also ensures that the Website 
and Facebook page had greater visibility and ranking which makes them easier to find. 
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6. SUSTAINABILITY 

ONLINE RESCOURCE 

The local record centre website, 
https://gmwildlife.org.uk/, is a well-used 
resource and will continue to be funded by 
GMEU. The website will also be kept up to 
date by GMEU staff and volunteers going 
forward. 

We are currently undertaking a full content 
review which we hope to complete in 2016. 
This includes ensuring that the content on 
each page is up to date, mobile friendly and 
also restructuring the site generally to make 
all content more easily accessible. 

The forum, Facebook and Twitter groups 
will continue to be monitored and 
moderated by GMEU staff. 

The search tool developed as part of From Grey to Green, https://gmwildlife.org.uk/mapapp/, has 
been written to accept NBN exchange files and will continue to be updated by GMEU staff as part of 
the biannual NBN submissions.    

Fostering links between new recorders and existing voluntary recording groups who run their own 
training and recording events will allow the work of the project to be continued in the future. These 
groups will support the ongoing development and motivation of recorders.  

RECORDING NETWORK 

Maintaining the network of reorders is key to the long term sustainability of the project. There are a 
number of tools that can be implemented to facilitate this awareness and to help the network 
become more self-sustaining. 

A number of suggestions have been put forward by the recorders and groups on how this could be 
achieved. These include: 

 Database/directory of contacts - An online and secure database of contacts (with 
geographical location, skills and area of interest) would enable groups and individuals to 
approach each other directly for advice and with specific questions or requests for help. 

 Open group on Facebook - An open group on Facebook would allow all members to 
keep everyone else in the group up to speed with news, progress, developments, 
events, articles and other items of information. 

 Distribution list - A secure distribution list of people who have previously attended 
nature / wildlife / recording events and activities which all relevant groups and partners 
could add to would maximise coverage and help all groups to advertise their events and 
activities. Ideally this would be split into areas so that events can be targeted to specific 

https://gmwildlife.org.uk/
https://gmwildlife.org.uk/mapapp/
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communities. The list would need a function whereby contacts could remove their 
details. A method would then be needed of submitting an email to a central location 
which is then cascaded out to the chosen distribution list 

 Online Forum - An online forum for naturalists and recorders in Greater Manchester 
would enable people to ask more general questions of the whole network. It could also 
be used to publicise events and activities. 

Some of these ideas clearly have data protection implications and would require careful 
consideration before being taken forward. There is a recorder’s forum available on our website, 
however most recorders prefer to keep in contact via social networks, largely Facebook. 

EQUIPMENT AND RESOURCES 

Equipment and resources have been purchased for the project, such as mammal traps, moth traps, 
bat monitors, binoculars, field ID guides, books, trail cameras, video cameras, sound recording 
equipment.  All this equipment has been made available to recorders and members of recognised 
community groups to enable them to investigate the wildlife in their local environment. As a result, 
people have been able to find and identify a range of different fauna, many of which have submitted 
these records to GMLRC. 

The equipment and resources held by GMLRC are available for groups to borrow, as a result of From 
Grey to Green, these groups know where the equipment is and how to use it.  

FURTHER FUNDING OPPORTITIES AND PROJECT 

It is important that the momentum of recording and enthusiasm of the community of recorders is 
not lost.  There is also a need to continually recruit and develop new recorders.  GMLRC and GMEU 
will continue to look for new funding opportunities and partners to continue the work of From Grey 
to Green.   

Carbon Landscape – Citizen Science – As mentioned above GMLRC is a partner in the Great 
Manchester Wetlands Landscape Partnership bid, the Carbon Landscape.  This project, currently in 
its development phase, will harness the network of recorders developed through From Grey to 
Green to undertake vital monitoring work with the Carbon Landscape Area. 

River Irwell Life Project – GMLRC/GMEU is a partner in this €10 million project. Our part (£131K) will 
take forward the From Grey to Green project for a further two years, looking at integrating volunteer 
recorders into monitoring river habitat and species. 

In addition to these major projects GMLRC will continue to run training courses and events as 
resources and opportunities allow.  As an example we are currently running events at Bailey Wood 
and Boggart Hole Clough for Manchester City Council. 
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Appendix A – Personal Stories 

Mark Champion, Wigan Projects Manager at the Lancashire Wildlife 
Trust (in right of picture) has an MSc in Conservation and Applied 
Ecology. Mark worked for 16 years as an RSPB warden. Since 1999 he 
has worked for the Lancashire Wildlife Trust as a projects officer. With 
his enthusiasm for the outdoors, employment history and broad 
experience there is very little Mark doesn’t know about wildlife in 
Wigan and South Lancashire. He also possesses a highly valuable 
historical context. However, Mark never submitted wildlife records prior 
to From Grey to Green. 

Through From Grey to Green Mark expressed an interest in sharing his 
observations with us. He attended half-day training courses for both 

MapMate and RODiS. We also provided further onsite support. Even 
with this extra help Mark never found these applications to be intuitive 

enough for him to use. In 2013 Mark’s frustrations and barriers to record submission were used to 
inform part of the specification for a replacement simple online record entry form. 

Since its launch in early 2014 Mark has submitted nearly 1,200 records through the simple online 
form. Mark’s records are incredibly valuable. He has fantastic identification skills, records lots of 
lesser recorded species groups including ferns and spiders and frequently reports protected species 
including common lizard, great crested newt, bats, skylark, and yellowhammer and to date 55 
breeding records of Willow tit. Mark continues to use the simple form and regularly provides 
feedback and ideas for future improvements. He also encourages others to submit their 
observations to GMLRC too. 

Mark says… “I have been working in Wigan as LWT projects manager for 16 years and during that 
time built up a large number of records (into the 1000s ) but due to difficult and clunky technology, I 
have never passed these on as I have a lot of work to do during the day. It was never that I did not 
want to pass on records but the time it took. However the Grey to Green recording project and the 
ease of use of the basic recording form meant that this ceased to be a problem and I can enter 
records very quickly has meant that when I do site visits I can pass on the records easily and quickly. 

The spinoff of this is the ease of which The Grey to Green team can send me records back means 
that site management and planning has benefited. For instance we have been able to look at 
locations and habitat usage by willow tit along with potential corridors.” 
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Harriet Bickley, resident of Heaton Mersey 

Harriet works as a research assistant at Manchester University’s centre for Mental Health and 
Safety. Harriet has always had an interest in the natural environment but had not kept or submitted 
records prior to From Grey to Green.  

Harriet became involved with the project through the Wildlife Recording Course we ran in winter 
2012 / 2013. She has since attended many other From Grey to Green events including bioblitzes, 
wildlife walks, wildlife filming, the conference, RODiS training and workshops for identification of 
birds, butterflies, small mammals and trees. 

Harriet has become a real ambassador for the project. She has promoted and coached others to 
survey for and record wildlife. Two organisations she has helped regularly include the Friends of 
Parrs Wood Environmental Centre and the Friends of Birchfields Park. Her preferred method of 
record submission is via RODiS through which she has submitted almost 900 records since her initial 
training in February 2013. She still regularly attends events but now she attends as a champion 
coaching the next generation of From Grey to Green champions. 

When asked at the conference for any other comments Harriet wrote “my initial lack of knowledge 
has not been a barrier and I feel part of a local community and feel like I have something to offer my 
local community … From Grey to Green has provided me with a very useful network of people and 
events” 

Costel Harnasz, Withington - I have had an interest in the outdoors and wildlife since I was a child 
and I remember the Shell Nature Posters on the walls at junior school. I have been a founder 
member of the Friends of Fallowfield Loop (FLoop) which started around 2000. At that time the drive 
was to see the conversion of a disused railway track bed to a cycle path. 

I was introduced to the concept of appropriate habitat management by Dave Bishop who asked why 
we were planting trees in grassland and not removing self-seeded invasive trees from nearby scrub. 
This set a couple of hares running in me, I started to think more about habitats and species, reasons 
why they are what they are, their requirements, management and causes and impact of change. 

When I first heard about From Grey to Green, I was keen to join the Wildlife Recording Course at 
Manchester Museum because of the prestige of the venue, the qualifications and experience of the 
specialists leading the course, the variety of topics covered and the prospect of being able to 
contribute knowledgably to recording wildlife. I thought that this was a fantastic, free, local course. 

On the course I met some people who were keen to complete some surveys on water so I showed 
them Wingates Reservoir which is just off the Fallowfield Loop and I helped survey the reservoir 
hoping that it might help protect this environment. Since then I have been involved in a number of 
workshops, activities and bioblitzes and in particular I have enjoyed the bioblitzes. I am amazed at 
how this has changed my environment – made it richer. I used to know common species of garden 
birds by sight, but when I go out now I am more aware of other species, but also, my eyes have been 
opened to the sounds/songs of the various birds and their characteristic behaviours. I now feel more 
part of the environment and also that the environment is part of me. Not that the environment was 
ever boring, but it is now far more interesting. 

A notable impact was when I was on a fungi identification workshop with Dave Winnard in Heaton 
Park. The weather was cool, wet and windy and “not a good time of year” for fungi, but we still 
spotted over 60 different species including the Jelly Ear fungi – this stuck in my head. One year later 
– we were completing a Woodland Management activity on the FLoop with SUSTRANS and I spotted 
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a Jelly Ear fungi, work stopped whilst we all investigated it and as a further distraction, Abigail Pound 
from SUSTRANS spotted some King Alfred’s Cakes (I still have a sample). Previously I hadn’t known a 
King Alfred’s Cake and she had not known a Jelly Ear. It was great being able to show others what I 
knew, but also then again learning something new from someone else. 

Since that time I have also been shown an old and dried Jelly Ear fungi. This got me going and I had 
to go back to the Jelly Ear I had found on the FLoop, just to check – and there it was, dried and black. 
This is when I really started to realise that species also change with time – there are seasonal 
variations, lifetime changes – no record is a one-off – no species is constant, not even a tree. 

As a result of my increased knowledge and awareness, I am now more aware of the entire 
ecosystem in which we are working. I no longer see a ‘tree’ – I now see a particular species, which 
has a habitat and in which other species find food and shelter. It is not just a standalone object – it 
lives within a habitat, part of the environment and supports other species too. This knowledge has 
significantly expanded my learning and it gives you a buzz being able to pass on knowledge that you 
have learnt. 

Three years ago, I wouldn’t have thought of stopping to watch a spider or slug to see how it moves, 
watch its behaviour. I am now on the alert to lookout for wildlife – happy to get a chair and sit and 
watch – see what it does next. I suppose that I have become more aware of nature's calendar, the 
impact of the dimension of time. A couple of years ago I noticed a Hazel in bud, flower then leaf. 
Being able to identify it was such a thrill, I had never realised that the flowers come out before the 
leaves. I am looking forward to next spring when I will be more aware of the sequence of changes in 
different species. 

 
Dave Bishop, Chorlton (in the right of the picture) - I grew up in the City 

of Peterborough in the East Midlands. In my early 20s I moved to 
Manchester and took up a job as a scientist in the soaps and detergents 
industry. In the couple of months that I had between leaving home and 
taking up my new post, I set myself the task (for reasons which escape 
me now) of learning the names of common wild flowers. Eventually, I 
found accommodation in the Manchester suburb of Chorlton-cum-
Hardy and soon discovered the Mersey Valley which, at that time, had 
a surprisingly rich flora. It soon became a favourite Sunday afternoon 
pastime of mine to take a field guide down to ‘the Meadows’ (as the 
locals call the area) and try to identify as many plant species as 
possible. In time, the Mersey Valley Warden Service was established 

and as a result of working as a volunteer with the first Chief Warden, 
David Lloyd, and his staff, I gained much wider perspective on the Mersey 

Valley and its wildlife. I also began to develop a deeper interest in the environment and how we 
humans relate to it.  

In the next few decades my time was largely taken up with going to work, developing a social life, 
learning to drive, taking an Open University Degree, buying a house etc., etc. But in all that time, the 
Mersey Valley was a constant source of joy, solace and learning; it has been, in a sense, my ‘Open Air 
University’! 

In 2005, at the age of 57, I lost my job to redundancy. After an initial panic, I realised that I was 
financially secure and could take early retirement. I decided that I would devote much of my 
retirement to the Mersey Valley and its wildlife. Around a year later I, and local baker and bird 
watcher, John Agar, set up a volunteer group called the Friends of Chorlton Meadows. Our on-going 
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objective has been to enhance the biodiversity of our local Mersey Valley nature reserve. I also 
decided to record as much Mersey Valley plant life as possible. As a result of this latter activity I met 
Steve Atkins, of the Greater Manchester Local Records Centre (GMLRC), who taught me much about 
effective biological record keeping.  

GMLRC Heritage Lottery funded ‘From Grey to Green’ project has represented another important 
milestone in my decade’s long journey to understand my local environment. It has also given me the 
opportunity to share my knowledge with others and to benefit from their knowledge and 
experience. I have particularly enjoyed the project’s annual ‘bioblitzes’ which have allowed me to 
compare and contrast the Mersey Valley with other wildlife rich sites in Greater Manchester. 
Nevertheless, I believe that the project’s key legacy has been to build up a network of wildlife 
recorders and enthusiasts in Greater Manchester. Now there are many more local people who gain 
joy and solace from our local wildlife and enjoy learning about it and recording it. 

Debbie Wallace, Wildlife Enthusiast (in the right of the picture) - 
A lifelong love of nature has led me to spend many years 
learning about and exploring the natural world. I have always 
believed that contact with nature is very important and 
precious. The ethos of the From Grey to Green project is one 
which I wholeheartedly agree with. I immediately connected 
with its aims and values and very quickly became a very big fan 
of this project  

My involvement with the project has taken me on a very 
enjoyable and rewarding journey. It presented me with many 

opportunities to learn, to develop and to contribute. Over a twelve 
moth period, I attended many different identification workshops and my species identification skills 
improved considerably as a result. From Grey to Green Workshops became a very important part of 
my life, learning about bats, birds, fungi, mammals, butterflies, amphibians, dragonflies, bees, trees, 
lichens, mosses and liverworts, to name just a few. More importantly, the project inspired me to 
learn more and do more after these workshops. The support and encouragement of the project staff 
inspired me study and achieve a University Certificate in Biological Recording and Species 
Identification.  

The project raised my awareness of the value of wildlife records to Local Record Centres. I really 
appreciate the importance of these records in informing conservation decisions both locally and 
nationally and how our records can help to protect wildlife and the natural world. I now understand 
how I can make a difference. 

Learning how to submit my wildlife records was very important to me. The excellent teaching and 
further support which I received in using RODiS was central to this. I have since taught friends and 
work colleagues to submit their wildlife records using RODiS and I continue to spread the recording 
word. 

Participating in the project's Wildlife Recording course in 2013 / 2014 was a great learning 
experience. Through this, and its associated Wildlife Recording Project, I developed a keen interest 
in Lichens. I have continued to pursue this through membership of the British Lichen Society and I 
am now able to provide lichen records to the Greater Manchester Record Centre.  
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I am also very pleased that I have been able to pass on a lot of what I have learnt during the project, 
both at From Grey to Green workshops, Bioblitzes and community events and also less formally with 
friends, family and colleagues.  

Volunteering and helping at public engagement events and Bioblitzes was really rewarding. I loved 
to see more and more people becoming interested in all of the different types of wildlife around 
them.  

A particular highlight was spending time with a family at a public event in 2013. The children were 
keen to look at butterflies, their father was already knowledgeable in this area and was happy to 
help me to lead a family butterfly walk. After sweep netting and identifying the butterflies and 
moths, their father was taught how to enter his own butterfly records for the day. The family went 
away with big smiles and their father went away with the RODiS recording app installed on his 
phone and enthusiasm to send in more butterfly records. The following year the whole family 
arrived again and said "remember us, we're back again", the children told me with great enthusiasm 
how they had just reared their own Small Tortoiseshell and Peacock butterflies and that some had 
emerged from their pupae that morning and they had released them. It was really special to see the 
influence and lasting impact that this project is having.  

After completing the Wildlife Recording course in 2013 / 2014, I assisted in leading one of the 
sessions at the following year's course, helping the next cohort of students to prepare for their 
recording projects.  

To its great credit, the project has built the capacity in volunteers to enable them to help others to 
develop their interests and skills. I have had the opportunity to do this by helping to deliver a 
practical workshop on survey techniques, helping with some species identification workshops and 
assisting in delivering a Wildlife Geocaching workshop. 

I also had the privilege of presenting at the Recorders' Conference in 2014 and I hope that I helped 
to inspire others to participate in the project. 

Thanks to the From Grey to Green project, I am about to start an MSc in Biological Recording and I 
am planning a future career in Ecology. This project has left a lasting legacy which I intend to play my 
part in fulfilling.  
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Survey Monkey Evaluation 

As part of the final evaluation, a questionnaire was set up and sent out to partners and participants.  
This was a simple questionnaire with a small number of open questions: 

 

Partners and community group leaders/organisers were asked four questions: 

 How did the From Grey to Green project support the community groups you work 
with? 

 How useful was the project to you and your work? 

 Do you have any suggestions or feedback on improvements that could be made? 

 Further comments or additional information was also invited. 

 

Participants were asked six questions: 

 Do you think that the From Grey to Green Project has increased your interest in 
local wildlife? 

 Do you feel as though you learned anything new from taking part in From Grey to 
Green Events? 

 What difference do you thing taking part in the From Grey to Green project has 
made to you? 

 How could the project be improved? Did you experience any difficulties in taking 
part in project activities, events or recording? 

 Have you any suggestions on how the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit might 
support you (or your group) the future? 

 Further comments or additional information were invited. 

 

 

  

Appendix B – Survey Monkey Questionnaire 
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GM Biological Recording Network 

Two workshops were convened at the From Grey to Green Celebration Event to discuss the future of the biological recording network in Greater 
Manchester.  Each workshop was led by a facilitator and also had an independent writer to note salient points. 

In total 23 people took part in the workshops. 

Hobbies/Interests - Everybody was asked to briefly set out their hobbies and interests in the natural environment.  Most stated an activity, many a 
particular group of species or a particular habitat, some had a vested interest in a particular site. 

Activities Species Habitats Sites 

Nature walking Birds Post-industrial land Nutsford Vale 

Natural history Flowers Rivers Gatley Carrs 

Walks Butterflies Ponds Etherow Lodge Park 

General naturalist Trees Woodland Broadhurst Clough 

Conservation Invertebrates Railways Chorlton Meadows 

Habitat management Insects Rivers and river valleys  

Recording Beetles Meadows  

Dog walking Moths and butterflies   

Clay pigeon shooting Dragonflies and Damselflies   

Photographs Fungi   

Planting for wildlife Lichens   

Botanical drawing/art Mosses   

Increasing awareness of wildlife and conservation Small mammals   

Making wildlife and conservation more accessible to 
people 

Slugs   

 Bats   

 

Appendix C – The Future of the GM Recording Network 
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Needs - When asked to outline their needs from the network, people generally discussed their personal needs as a naturalist and their needs as part of a 
larger organisation or community: 

Personal Development 
needs 

Species Subjects Naturalists Needs Organisational/Group Needs 

Training Butterflies ID resources (equipment/ traps/ detectors/ keys etc.) Records to be submitted (GMLRC) 

Workshops Flowers Simplification – less technology for older folk Maintain enthusiasm amongst own volunteers 

Mentors Beetles and bugs To become part of a supportive network Coordination of events 

Buddies Birds Equipment (use/borrow) Links to funding support 

General support – 
network 

General naturalist Weekend events Liability Insurance 

Q/A/Faqs Other wildlife  Easier methods of submitting records Marketing/Publicity/Awareness 

Opportunities for 
“apprentice/intern” 
sessions Other subjects 

Opportunities to work with others Help with publicity 

 Computers Naturalists forum Encouragement of people to attend 

 IT Signposting Publicity network/distribution list 

 Habitats Collaboration and networking Raising awareness of a site 

 

Offers - When asked to outline what they could offer to the network: 

Personal Development  Subjects Naturalists Offers Organisational/Group Offers 

Peer Support Birds Recording/records submitted Validation of records (GMLRC) 

Walk leader General Children’s workshops Data searching and access to records (GMLRC) 

Buddy Invertebrates Bird surveys Photography 

Education – habitats Bees Mountain leadership/outdoor skills Nutsford Vale – a haven of peace in the city 

General guidance Trees Habitat surveys Gatley Carrs 

Tutor Herbs Small mammal surveys Organising activities in Etherow Lodge Park 

 Flowers Water vole surveys Promoting the value of recording 

 Fungi Enthusiastic general volunteer/labourer  

 Bats Freshwater surveys  

 Small mammals   

 Photography   

 IT skills   

 5 ways to wellbeing   
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These interests, needs and offers were written on individual record sheets as a profile of each individual. 

Reviewing these needs and offers it is clear that there are many opportunities within the network for groups and individuals to fulfil each other’s needs and 
also to provide other opportunities.  This was represented in one of the workshops by producing a simple network between individual’s profiles.  See photo. 
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Facilitating the Network 

In discussion a number of ideas were put forward for facilitating the network and some of the issues were also discussed.  Specifically, the workshops 
considered how the network could communicate. 

Gold Workshop Red Workshop 
**Database/directory of contacts Accessibility – finding out about events 

Spreadsheet Promotion/publicity 

Secure – password protected Health and safety – risk assessments etc. 

Invitations to directory Public liability insurance 

Forum First Aid Training 

Moderation?  Open/closed Funding support – pool information and apply as individual groups 

Timescales Coordination – working together 

Personal Contacts Network of adverts 

Bioblitzes Council for voluntary service (provide support) 

Annual Social Data entry in the field 

News Stories ID workshops 

Local champions Joined up Thinking – Organisations working together 

**Q&A Session – online forum? Poor attendance at events!!?!! 

News groups Feedback on success – how achieved 

Distribution list (based on existing?)  

Separate platform Specific Communication ideas: 

**Liaising with partners and agencies Mailing list – send out to all – opt in. 

**Facebook/Social media Facebook events 

Sponsorship Website forum 

Network events Events on website – ability to add own events. 

Reaching out to schools and other groups  
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Conclusions 

The participants were only a small representative fraction and not wholly representative of the capabilities/needs/offers for the entire network.  However, 
even within such small groups there were many opportunities for links and networking.   

There is a clear need to facilitate the network and to allow the interested individuals and organisations to take advantages of these opportunities.  The 
following ideas were put forward by the workshops as ways of facilitating the network: 

1)  A database/directory of contacts.  This would need to be something that people signed up to, the data would need to be secure and the database 

would need to be usable securely. 

2) An open group on Facebook where people/organisations could advertise events/activities/news/ interesting facts etc. 

3) A distribution list for people interested in nature/wildlife/conservation.  Made up of individuals email addresses – people who have chosen to be on 

the distribution list.  To which anyone can send an email advertising an event or activity. 

4) An online forum where people could raise general queries for answer within the network. 

5) Communication to include Partners and Agencies as well as community groups. 
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Recording Naturally Workshop 

A group of 16 attendees opted to take part in a workshop devised to capture the experiences and 
views of recorders that submit records electronically. The workshop had four themes: what you like, 
what you dislike, what you might like to see in any future recording application and how you might it 
envisage your improvements implemented (i.e. design / interface ideas and sketches / storyboards). 
The attendees were largely RODiS and MapMate users. 
Many valid points and ideas were exchanged during this workshop. Here is an overview of the points 
voted as most important by the delegates: 

 What they like about existing systems 
 Google Maps integration which enables accurate record location via a mixture of 

roadmap tiles and aerial photography 
 GPS support on the simple record entry form 
 Sticky feature for rapid record entry i.e. retaining values in particular fields from one 

record to the next 
 Autofill / predictive live-search on the species dictionary, especially important for 

species without an English name 
 Knowing that their records are safe and will be shared 
 Being able to use the common name or a species code 

 

 What they dislike about existing systems 
 No map support in MapMate to check the location of your record 
 Unreliable location search/snapping in RODiS 
 No iPad support for RODiS or MapMate 
 I can’t view my own records in RODiS 
 RODiS is often too slow 
 RODiS is often offline (although this has improved) 
 Clunky user interface (RODiS and MapMate) 
 No one else can see or comment on my records (RODiS) 
 Custom information i.e. weather, time of observation, habitat… gets lost in the 

comments field 
 Unable to attach photos 
 Unable to submit partial or uncertain records 
 Can’t update my profile or change my password (RODiS) 
 Sex/Stage field not filtered depending upon species i.e. bird species should have 

only relevant options and exclude ‘flowering’, ‘leaf-mine’ (RODiS) 
 Dislike how MapMate handles sites, duplication = hard to report on 
 RODiS often throws a wobbler and gives you a vague error message / no rhyme or 

reason as far as I can tell 
 Hard to use and time consuming (RODiS and MapMate) 
 Mechanical problems recording in the field – simple record form can produce 

gibberish if the screen is wet / tablet cover can produce gibberish 
 NBN dictionary goes down regularly and drags RODiS down 

 
  

Appendix D – Recording Naturally Workshop 
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 What improvements they would like to see 
 Bigger text size (MapMate) 
 Able to use the tab key to move between fields (RODiS) 
 I would like to be able to submit improvement requests / be able to vote on which 

improvements were highest priority for development 
 Species list mode i.e. enter site and date details once and then just list species 

instead of using the standard record entry screen 
 Faster GPS pickup in the field (simple record form) 
 Access to previously entered records, both my own and others, without submitting a 

request to Paul 
 Slicker interface 
 Intelligent filtering of sex/stage options 
 Awards for volunteers and targets 
 Highlight obscure species that might have been selected incorrectly i.e. likelihood of 

species in this area / habitat 
 Device for recording in the field with extra brightness, on light days the simple form 

is hard to see 
 Predictive text searches for species in MapMate and RODiS 
 Recorder and determiner field to default to my name 

 

 Design ideas and sketches 
 Quick list / favourites for one click / quick entry of very widespread and common 

species. 
 Ability to be able to collapse / expand and filter entered records e.g. all records from 

same date for easier navigation 
 Image / sound / video integration to help confirm species ID 
 Pyramid of likelihood i.e. how often has this species been recorded by others in 

Greater Manchester. Rather than a percentage maybe a quick visual i.e. like energy 
efficiency rating stickers on fridges. 
 
 

 

 


